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ABSTRACT 

In Arabidopsis thaliana, ethylene is perceived by a receptor family consisting of five 

members. Subfamily 1 members ETHYLENE RESPONSE1 (ETR1) and ETHYLENE 

RESPONSE SENSOR1 (ERS1) have histidine-kinase activity, unlike the subfamily 2 

members ETR2, ERS2, and ETHYLENE INSENSITIVE4 (EIN4), which lack amino 

acid residues critical for this enzymatic activity. To resolve the role of histidine-kinase 

activity in signaling by the receptors, we transformed an etr1-9;ers1-3 double mutant 

with wild-type and kinase-inactive versions of the receptor ETR1. Both wild-type and 

kinase-inactive ETR1 rescue the constitutive ethylene-response phenotype of etr1-

9;ers1-3, restoring normal growth to the mutant in air. However, the lines carrying 

kinase-inactive ETR1 exhibit reduced sensitivity to ethylene based on several growth 

response assays. Microarray RT-qPCR analyses of gene expression support the role for 

histidine-kinase activity in eliciting the ethylene response. In addition, protein levels of 

the Raf-like kinase constitutive triple response 1 (CTR1), which physically associates 

with the ethylene receptor ETR1, are less responsive to ethylene in lines containing 

kinase-inactive ETR1. This data indicates that the histidine-kinase activity of ETR1 is 

not required for ethylene response but plays a modulating role in the regulation of 

ethylene responses. Models, how enzymatic and non-enzymatic regulation may 

facilitate signaling from the ethylene receptors are also discussed.  

The ethylene receptors function in conjunction with the Raf-like kinase CTR1 to 

negatively regulate ethylene signaling. In second part of this research, we also examined 

the regulation of a downstream component of ethylene signaling, CTR1 and its 

interactions with different ethylene receptors. Unpublished data from our lab has 

demonstrated an interaction of CTR1 with four ethylene receptors ETR1, ERS1, ETR2 

and EIN4, but not with ERS2, thus consistent with previous studies demonstrating 

CTR1 works in conjunction with ethylene receptors in ethylene signaling complex. 

Based on this, we examined the effect of ethylene on protein levels of the ethylene 

receptors and CTR1. We observed an increase in protein levels of ERS1, ETR2, and 

CTR1 in response to 1 uL/L ethylene, but a decrease in protein levels at higher 

concentrations of ethylene, consistent with ligand-mediated post-translational 

degradation. Our results point to dynamic post-translational changes in the ethylene-

receptor signaling complex, which are predicted to regulate the sensitivity of plants to 

ethylene. Moreover time course analysis of CTR1 in various downstream ethylene 
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pathway mutants revealed that there might be an EIN2 independent pathway going on 

which mediates the ethylene pathway in Arabidopsis. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 Ethylene has been known as gaseous plant hormone which plays important role 

in plant growth such as seed germination, growth, apical hook formation, organ 

senescence, fruit ripening, abscissions and several other responses to various other 

stresses (Abeles et al., 1992). Initially the molecular mechanism of the ethylene signal 

transduction was quite ambiguous, then Edward Sisler and Michael Hall (later in 1970s 

to 1980s) documented ethylene-binding sites in plants and in plant extracts (Sisler 

1979). However, ethylene receptors could not be identified and characterized due to 

several problems in purification process at that time. Dark grown Arabidopsis seedlings 

upon ethylene exposure showed growth inhibition, hypocotyl swellings and closure of 

apical hook after ethylene exposure, termed as ‘‘triple response’’ (Fig.1). This triplet 

response was later on used as a primarily method to identify both ethylene-insensitive 

and constitutive response mutants in mutagenized population of Arabidopsis (Bleecker 

et al., 1988, Guzman and Ecker 1990, Kieber et al., 1993). This approach opened up 

new avenues of research, and has yielded a large amount of information about 

genes/proteins important for ethylene signaling, including ethylene receptors in plants. 

Ethylene plays a critical role in various physiological functions such as fruit ripening, 

leaf abscission and flower withering. Contrary to this, inhibition of ethylene synthesis 

can cause delays in ripening. Ethylene has been shown to regulate the major 

modifications in gene expression in climacteric fruits, such as the avocado, pear, and 

melon (Abeles et al., 1992).  

Ethylene is also known as a stress response hormone. Ethylene biosynthesis 

starts from Methionine which is converted into S-adenosyl-L-methionine (AdoMet) by 

AdoMetsynthetase. AdoMet is converted to 1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic acid 

(ACC) by ACC synthase. Levels of ACC synthase are regulated by protein degradation. 

ACC is further converted to ethylene by ACC oxidase (Yang and Hoffman 1984). The 

conversion of AdoMet into ACC is a rate limiting step of ethylene synthesis and thus 

ACS plays a vital role in ethylene synthesis. ACS is encoded by a gene family with 

eight members in Arabidopsis (Liang et al., 1992). ACS is strongly regulated at both 

translational and post-translational levels. Although every plant tissue has the ability to 

synthesize ethylene, but usually ethylene is only produced at certain developmental 

stages in response to a range of environmental factors. 
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Fig. 1. Triplet-response of etiolated Arabidopsis seedlings upon ethylene exposure. 

Ethylene treated etiolated seedlings, compared to wild type etiolated seedlings grown in 

air showed triple-response phenotype. The triple-response phenotype is characterized by 

a shortened and thickened hypocotyl, inhibition of root elongation, and the formation of 

an exaggerated apical hook. This figure is adopted from Qu et al., 2007. 
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Ethylene synthesis is stimulated by various biotic stresses like pathogen 

infections and abiotic stresses such as plant wounding, ozone, and UV light. Some other 

plant hormones like salicylic acid (SA) and jasmonic acid are also involved in various 

stress responses which work in harmony to ethylene pathway (McDowell and Dangl 

2000). Response of ethylene to different stress conditions can vary, suggesting the role 

of ethylene in pathogen resistance. Plant pathogens are divided into biotrophs and 

necrotrophs. Biotrophs acquire nutrients from living hosts, and they usually do not kill 

plant cells. Contrary to this, necrotrophs get nutrients from the dead host cells, and they 

lead to plant death to obtain nutrients. Salicylic acid (SA) signaling helps to make plants 

resistant to biotrophs by causing localized plant cell death to deprive nutrients for 

biotrophs. Jasmonic acid (JA) signaling and ethylene signaling are used to resist 

necrotrophs by producing plant toxins to inhibit necrotrophs. The SA signaling 

pathways work antagonistically with ethylene and JA signaling pathways and vice 

versa. The absence of ethylene response in mutant plants makes them susceptible to 

necrotrophs and resistant to pathogen. 

1. Ethylene Signaling Pathway 

 A. thaliana was used as a model system for several types of molecular and genetic 

analysis in plants over the past couple of decades (Roman et al., 1995) and several key 

elements of ethylene signaling pathways were identified in this plant (Klee 2004, Chen 

et al., 2005) followed by a linear pathway initiated by binding of ethylene to membrane-

bound ethylene receptors (Fig. 2). Several genes in the primary signal transduction 

pathway has been identified and gave a new insight to understanding of the whole 

signaling cascade (Schaller and Kieber 2002). Almost all of the initial signaling 

elements and receptors are interestingly predominately localized to endoplasmic 

reticulum (ER) (Ju et al., 2012). Though ER is an unusual location for such receptors 

but is really compatible with ethylene diffusion in aqueous and lipid environments.  

1.1 Ethylene Receptors 

Ethylene signaling is carried out by a family of five ethylene receptors in 

Arabidopsis including ETR1, ETR2, ERS1, ERS2 and EIN4 (Fig. 2). In the presence of 

air, ethylene receptors interact with CTR1. CTR1 is a Raf-like kinase, which acts to 

suppress ethylene responses through is kinase activity. While in presence of ethylene, 

ethylene receptors serve to inactivate CTR1. This results in activation of downstream 

components in ethylene signaling cascade, such as EIN2, EIN3/EIL1 and several 
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families of transcription factors (Schaller and Kieber 2002). Genetic studies have shown 

that ethylene receptors act as negative regulators in ethylene signaling pathway (Hua 

and Meyerowitz 1998, Wang et al., 2003, Qu and Schaller 2004). The most important 

advancement in the understanding of receptors, came through analysis of etr1-1, a 

dominant ethylene insensitive mutant (Bleecker et al., 1988). Ethylene insensitive 

mutants showed taller phenotype in comparison to wild type in the presence of ethylene. 

The etr1 mutant is now known as etr1-1 due to C65Y site mutation and the etr1 mutant 

was a C65Y site mutant (now known as etr1-1). To determine if ETR1 was an ethylene 

receptor, the ETR1 gene was transformed into yeast. The transgenic yeast expressing 

ETR1 showed high-affinity ethylene binding, while the control yeast and transgenic 

yeast expressing ETR1-1 showed no ethylene binding. Thus both genetic and 

biochemical evidence was consistent with ETR1 functioning as an ethylene receptor 

(Schaller and Bleecker 1995). Subsequently, other ethylene receptors, ERS1, 

ERS2,ETR2 and EIN4 were also identified in Arabidopsis (Roman et al., 1995, Hua et 

al., 1998).  In ethylene un-bound state, the ethylene receptors behave as negative 

regulators of ethylene response. Ethylene insensitive mutant etr1-1 has lost the ability to 

bind ethylene and thus gives an ethylene insensitive phenotype. Single knockout 

mutants show phenotypes similar to wild type. On the other hand, double, triple and 

quadruple mutations produce ethylene sensitive phenotypes suggesting that ethylene 

receptors exhibit functional overlaps and hence, they exhibit functional redundancy too 

(Hua and Meyerowitz 1998).  

The ethylene receptors family can be divided into two subfamilies based on 

phylogenetic analysis and some shared structural features (Bleecker 1999, Chang and 

Stadler 2001, Schaller and Kieber 2002). Subfamily-1 comprises of ETR1 and ERS1 

while subfamily 2 comprises of ETR2, ERS2 and EIN4 (Fig. 3). Subfamily-1 possesses 

functional histidine-kinase domain while subfamily-2 lacks some necessary motifs 

(serine/threonine (Ser/Thr) kinase activity) essential for histidine-kinase activity 

(Gamble et al., 1998, Moussatche and Klee 2004). 

The ethylene receptors possess multiple domains. Each of receptor possesses 

almost similar modular structure which comprises of three conserved N-

terminaltransmembrane domains, GAF (cGMP - regulated cyclic nucleotide 

phosphodiesterases Adenylyl cyclases and bacterial transcription factor FhlA) a signal 

output domains and a histidine-kinase-like domain (Schaller and Kieber 2002). ETR1, 

ETR2, and EIN4 have an additional C-terminal receiver domain, while ERS1 and  
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Fig. 2. Model of ethylene signaling pathway of Arabidopsis. In the presence of air, 

ethylene receptors interact with CTR1, a Raf-like kinase, which suppresses ethylene 

responses through its kinase activity. While in presence of ethylene, ethylene receptors 

serve to inactivate CTR1, relieving the suppression. This results in activation of 

downstream components in ethylene signaling cascade, such as EIN2, EIN3/EIL1 and 

several families of transcription factors. This figure is adopted from Chen et al., 2005. 

Moreover it has been suggested that although both subfamily-1 and subfamily-2 

receptors act as negative regulators of ethylene response, still subfamily-1 plays a 

dominant part in regulating ethylene signaling. Loss of one member of subfamily-1 is 

overlapped by other member. Contrary to that loss of both members of subfamily-1 

results in constitutive ethylene response phenotype (Qu et al., 2007). 
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 ERS2 do not have any receiver domains. The N-terminal transmembrane domains of 

the ETR1, ETR2, and EIN4 comprise of 739 amino acids, 774 amino acids and 767 

amino acids respectively, while ERS1 and ERS2 contain 614 amino acids and 646 

amino acids due to lack of the receiver domain. Although all of receptors have almost 

similar structures but ETR2, ERS2 and EIN4 have an extra transmembrane domain 

(Hua et al., 1998). These transmembrane domains are involved in membrane 

localization as they are highly conserved regions of ethylene receptors suggesting that 

membrane topology is very essential for defining the ethylene binding site. For example 

in subfamily-1, three trans-membrane domains, the N-terminus is localized to the extra-

cytosolic space and c-terminus to the cytosol (Schaller and Bleecker 1995). The 

significance of N-terminal transmembrane domains is strongly correlated to ethylene 

perception, because most ethylene insensitive mutants have been determined due to 

mis-sense mutations in the three transmembrane domains and ethylene binding site lies 

in transmembrane domains. Transgenic expression of receptors in yeast gave an idea 

about the ethylene binding sites. It is suggested that all of receptors bind to ethylene in 

similar affinity (O'Malley et al., 2005). 

Along with these studies in Arabidopsis, similar research in tomato had 

demonstrated that the semi-dominant Never ripe (Nr) mutation caused ethylene 

insensitivity in all tissues of the plant (Lanahan et al., 1994). This insensitivity was 

documented due to a single amino acid change in the first transmembrane helix of a 

protein with sequence similarity to Arabidopsis ERS1 (Wilkinson et al., 1995).  

Tomato possesses a multi-gene family of ethylene receptors comprising of 

LeETR1, LeETR2, NR (LeETR3), LeETR4, LeETR5 and LeETR6 (Wilkinson et al., 

1995, Zhou et al., 1996a, Zhou et al., 1996b, Lashbrook et al., 1998). Five of these 

encode proteins capable of binding ethylene (O'Malley et al., 2005). Although there are 

many isoforms of ethylene receptors are present in different plant species but mostly 

different isoforms share many common structural features.  

A number of loss-of-function mutations have been generated in Arabidopsis 

(Hua and Meyerowitz 1998). But the mutations like etr1-1, which is single loss-of-

function mutation without any change in the phenotype due the functional overlapping 

among different receptors with each other. Only combinatorial loss-of-function 

mutations can cause constitutive ethylene response phenotype, a way to understand the 

dominant different receptors with each other. Only combinatorial loss-of-function 

mutations can cause constitutive ethylene response phenotype, a way to understand the 
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dominant mutations. It suggests that ethylene receptors are negative regulators of 

ethylene response. So the dominant mutations confer insensitivity to ethylene, it was 

deduced that dominant mutations must cause constitutive ethylene response that prevent 

ethylene signaling. Major step in ethylene signaling is binding of ethylene to the 

receptors. Affinity purification of receptors demonstrated that copper cofactor is a vital 

component for binding of ethylene (Rodriguez et al., 1999a). This aspect is correlated to 

the finding that ethylene binding needs ATPase (RANI)  (Hirayama et al., 1999, Woeste 

and Kieber 2000). Dimerization is the basic functional component for ethylene 

perception, because it is known that one copper ion binds to one molecule of ethylene 

per receptor dimer (Rodriguez et al., 1999a) as shown in fig. 2. Molecular and genetic 

analysis in addition to biochemical analysis gave an extensive idea about the relation of 

ethylene signaling components and the receptors. Copper cofactor plays an essential 

role in biding of ETR1 to ethylene. Ethylene-binding ability of ETR1 was investigated 

by expressing ETR1 (1-128)-GST in yeast (Rodriguez et al., 1999b). Ethylene-binding 

capability of ETR1 was remarkably increased by addition of 300uM CuSO4 to the 

extracted membranes. Copper was co-purified with ETR1 (1-128)-GST, but not with 

etr1-1(1-128)-GST, suggesting that copper is a cofactor for the ethylene receptors and 

required for ethylene binding. Contrary to this etr1-1 lacks the copper cofactor so, it 

cannot bind ethylene and hence said to be ethylene insensitive. Functional conformation 

of the ethylene receptors is maintained through copper cofactor, which eventually helps 

in suppression of ethylene responses. RAN1 is an ATPase involved in maintaining the 

proper efficiency of copper. Loss-of-functional RAN1 (ran1-3) mutant, lead to 

inefficiency of ethylene receptors to take up copper (Woeste and Kieber 2000). The 

ran1 mutant exhibits an ethylene sensitive phenotype. But the etr1-1 (C65Y) mutant that 

also cannot load the copper exhibits an ethylene insensitive phenotype, suggesting that 

etr1-1 gains a special functional conformation that can constitutively repress ethylene 

response thus making both mutants opposite to each other  (Hall et al., 1999). 
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Fig. 3. Ethylene receptor family of Arabidopsis. Ethylene receptor family of 

Arabidopsis has multiple domains. ETR1 and ERS1 comprise of functional histidine-

kinase domains, they are classified as subfamily-I. ETR2, ERS2 and EIN4 miss 

essential residues for Histidine-kinase activity, and are classified as subfamily-2 

(Schaller and Kieber 2002). Black blocks symbolize N-terminal transmembrane 

domains. Gray blocks symbolize putative signal sequences. Yellow diamonds designate 

GAF domains, while rectangles represent histidine-kinase domains. H indicates the 

conserved phosphorylation site of histidine. N, G, F, G indicate the conserved motifs in 

the histidine-kinase domains. The ovals represent receiver domains. D indicates the 

conserved phosphorylation site of aspartate. Figure adopted from Schaller and Kieber 

2002.  
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Ethylene signaling cascade moves downstream through N-terminal domains. 

Additional information regarding signaling has been provided by mis-sense mutations 

like etr1-3 and etr1-4, lacking certain necessary amino acids in the transmembrane 

domain which result into reduced ethylene binding (Hall et al., 1999). Mutants such as 

etr1-1 (C65Y), etr1-4 (F62I) and ein4-1(F84I) showed strong ethylene insensitive 

phenotypes due to the lack of ability to bind ethylene (Hua et al., 1998). If we consider 

the above statement, it seems to suggest that that all of mutations lead to receptors 

insensitivity which is not the fact. Especially in case of etr1-2, although a mis-sense 

mutation in third transmembrane, can still binds to ethylene, suggesting that certain 

regions in the transmembrane domain are responsible for ethylene binding and 

propagation of signal. Similarly, some mutants such as etr1-3 (A31V), etr2-1 (P66L) 

Sakai et al., 1998) and ein4-3 (T117M) (Hua et al., 1998) exhibited relatively weak 

ethylene insensitive phenotypes. At low ethylene concentrations, these mutants exhibit 

ethylene insensitive phenotypes, but at higher ethylene concentrations, these mutants 

exhibit a reduced ethylene response. 

Ethylene insensitivity either comes up through disruption of ethylene-binding 

sites, or due to distressing the ability of the protein to move the ethylene signal in 

positive direction. etr1-2 mutant elaborates this aspect, which has the same ethylene-

binding ability like ETR1, and etr1-3 although has a low ethylene-binding ability 

compared to ETR1 can still bind with ethylene (Hall et al., 1999). This analysis was 

more extended which gave new understanding regarding the function of transmembrane 

domain in ethylene binding sites and propagation of signaling cascade (Wang et al., 

2006). ETR1 receptor was also analysed for Alanine-scanning mutagenesis of 

conserved residues of ETR1 followed by transgenic expression in yeast and their 

ethylene binding ability was analysed. Moreover, these mutants were introduced into 

loss-of-function mutants of ETR1, ETR2 and EIN4 in Arabidopsis. While triple mutant 

etr1;etr2;ein4 showed a partial ethylene-response phenotype (Hua et al., 1998), which 

provided an understanding about the competence of mutant versions of ETR1 based on 

the fact that they can rescue the mutant phenotypes, or suggested that the mutant ETR1 

induced insensitivity to ethylene. There were three different mutant phenotypes that 

were observed among the mutations that can disrupt the receptor functions.  

 1) Seven amino acid residues were identified in the first and second transmembrane 

helices, which were thought to be important for ethylene binding; all of these etr1 

mutations when expressed in plants, conferred ethylene insensitivity. These amino acids 
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seem to form ethylene binding sites and include Cys65 and His69, which can be 

involved in chelating of the copper cofactor (Rodriguez et al., 1999b).  

2) There are 13 residues that lead to ethylene insensitivity when mutated. These residues 

are localized to first and third transmembrane helices, close to cytosolic membrane. 

These residues are essential tool in ethylene binding and making marked changes in the 

signal output domain (Wang et al., 2006).  

 3) Similarly, a study in planta revealed that two residues after mutation can cause a 

partial loss of ETR1 activity. It is suggested that these residues maintain the 

conformation of ETR1 in air (absence of ethylene), while the mutation causes the 

receptor to adapt the conformational changes cause by binding of ethylene (Rodriguez 

et al., 1999b).  

The use of ethylene antagonists can be another strategy to describe ethylene 

binding and signaling in plants. The strained alkene 1-methylcyclopropene (1-MCP) has 

been known as an efficient antagonists of ethylene action in most of plants (Sisler 

1979). Analysis of 1-MCP action upon ETR1 expressed in yeast suggested it as a 

competitive inhibitor for the ethylene binding site, but with much higher affinity than 

ethylene (Sisler et al., 2003).Currently, the effectiveness of chain of 1-alkyl 

cyclopropene against ethylene action in plants was carried out by increasing the length 

up to ten carbons (Sisler et al., 2003). Increase in the hydrocarbon chain lead to the 

effectiveness of the cyclopropene suggesting that may help to retain the inhibitors in 

membranes, thus introducing the inhibitor in close proximity to the site where ethylene 

binds. It was further suggested that the ethylene binding site may be quite available 

because exposure to more inhibitors cannot decrease its apparent efficiency. 

Disulfide-linked homodimers are defined as the basic functional unit for ETR1. 

Cysteine residues (Cys4 and Cys6) are mainly responsible for maintaining the ETR1 

homodimer (Hall et al,. 2000). These cysteine residues in the corresponding position are 

conserved in plant ethylene receptors.  However, current  findings signify that there is 

no obligation of disulfide bonds for ethylene signaling (Xie et al., 2006). Mutations in 

ETR1 which are characterized by replacement of cysteines to alanine rescued the 

constitutive ethylene-response phenotype in the double mutant etr1-7; ers1-2. In the  

same way, etr1-1 insensitivity is not dependent on the cysteine residues. Functional 

component of ETR1 is a dimer, thus a non-covalent mechanism may help to maintain 

ETR1 dimers. Such kind of non-covalent interactions amongst the receptors can be 

suggested by yeast two hybrid analysis which demonstrates that the GAF domain of 
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ETR1 interacts with the soluble portion of ETR1 (Xie et al., 2006)or through X-ray 

crystallography of the receiver domains of ETR1 revealing the dimerizing ability of the 

receiver domains (Muller-Dieckmann et al., 1999). 

The histidine-kinase domain and the receiver domain are considered to be the 

signal output regions of ethylene receptors (Chang et al., 1993), but although they 

appear enzymatically functional, the key role for the histidine-kinase domain appears to 

be as a docking site for the downstream Raf-like kinase CTR1, mutations of which have 

substantial effects on ethylene (Schaller et al., 2008).  

1.2 Two-Component System 

Histidine-kinases typically participate in 'two-component' signaling systems. 

Two-component system has been initially discovered and characterized in prokaryotes. 

This system is also called a “histidine-to-aspartate phosphorelay”. It comprises of a 

sensor protein and a response regulator. The sensor proteins can autophosporylate a 

histidine in response to various environment factors and a response regulator which can 

be induced by histidine-to-aspartate phosphorelay. Plants contain all the signaling 

elements necessary to propagate a hormonal signal through a multi-step phosphorelay 

but, to date, the primary role for this signaling system in plants appears to be in 

mediating responses to the phytohormone cytokinin (Webre et al., 2003). 

1.2.1 The Function Of The Histidine-Kinase Domain 

It is well established that all ethylene receptors possess histidine-kinase-like 

domains, and few of them do have receiver domains as well. Recently, truncation 

studies in ETR1 have shown the importance of histidine-kinase domain for ethylene 

signaling (Qu and Schaller 2004). Primarily the histidine-kinase physically interacts 

with CTR1, but biochemical analysis signifies that this domain contributes in the 

enzymatic activity. There is evidence that phosphorylation also have an effect on 

ethylene signaling, but it is still ambiguous if it has a key functions (Kieber et al., 1993, 

Huang et al., 2003). Among the five ethylene receptors, only ETR1 and ERS1 possess 

functional histidine-kinase domains (Gamble et al., 1998, Moussatche and Klee 2004). 

There are certain essential differences in receptor kinase activity which suggest that 

enzymatic activity of the receptors could be a major element in controlling signal 

output. The major work in this area has focused on the His-kinase activity found in the 

subfamily-1 receptors, subfamily-2 receptors being diverged and lacking such activity 

(Moussatche and Klee 2004). Kinase deficient mutants of ETR1 and ERS1 were the one 
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of the prerequisites to determine the role of histidine-kinase activity of receptors. 

However, although ETR1 had loss-of-function mutations (Qu and Schaller 2004), none 

was available for ERS1 until years later when the ers1-2 insertion allele for ERS1 was 

identified (Wang et al., 2003). To achieve this the subfamily-1 double-mutant, etr1-

7;ers1-2, was constructed and shown exhibiting a constitutive ethylene response 

phenotype (Wang et al., 2003). The mutant phenotype was rescued by wild type 

subfamily-1 receptors but not by subfamily-2 receptors, indicating that there are some 

functional variations between these two receptor subfamilies. However in a separate 

study, a kinase-inactive version of ETR1 also rescued, indicating that ethylene signaling 

could operate independently of the receptor His-kinase activity (Wang et al., 2003). 

Further analyses revealed that the ers1-2 allele used in the analysis  was not an absolute 

null (Xie et al., 2006, Qu et al., 2007, Lin et al., 2009). Thus the etr1-7;ers1-2 

background would still have had residual His-kinase activity, preventing an accurate 

assessment of the degree to which His-kinase activity contributes to signal output by the 

receptors (Wang et al., 2003).  

The question regarding the role of His-kinase activity was recently re-examined 

(Hall et al., 2012), employing the same basic approach used by Wang et al., 2003, but 

taking advantage of a newly isolated ers1-3 null mutation in ERS1 (Qu et al., 2007). 

Results from the new study (Hall et al., 2012) confirmed one of the key findings from 

Wang et al., 2003, namely that His-kinase activity is not absolutely required for 

signaling by the receptors, either for repressing ethylene responses in air (i.e. absence of 

ethylene) or for inducing ethylene responses after ethylene binds to its receptors. 

However, use of the new etr1-9;ers1-3 background did reveal that, although not 

absolutely required, the His-kinase activity of ETR1 modulates output from the 

receptors. Kinase-inactive lines were less responsive to ethylene based on the triple 

response of dark-grown seedlings as well as root growth inhibition in light-grown 

seedlings. Transcriptome analysis revealed broad effects on ethylene-regulated gene 

expression, consistent with a decrease in ethylene sensitivity of the kinase-inactive lines  

(Hall et al., 2012). 

His-Asp phosphorylation activity also plays role in helping receptors to mediate 

growth recovery followed by exposure to ethylene (Binder et al., 2004b). Receptors 

with receiver domains (ETR1, ETR2, and EIN4) can assist this growth recovery 

response, while others without receiver domains (ERS1 and ERS2) do not respond to 
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ethylene in terms of growth recovery response. Using chimeric receptors, it has been 

revealed that normal growth recovery needs ETR1 His-kinase activity and 

phosphotransfer through the receiver domain of ETR1, ETR2, or EIN4  (Kim et 

al.,2011). This analysis exhibits how His-kinase activity involving a subset of the 

receptors can play a role in mediating a specific physiological response. 

Subfamily-2  members do not possess histidine-kinase activity, but several 

studies showed that the subfamily-2 members may have serine/threonine kinase 

activities (Moussatche and Klee 2004).The triple knockout mutant of subfamily-2 

ethylene receptors, etr2/ers2/ein4 also shows constitutive ethylene response phenotype, 

although the phenotype is weaker than the etr1/ers1 mutant phenotype. This observation 

indicates that subfamily-2 members are functional to suppress the ethylene responses, 

despite the fact that they do not have functional kinase domains. Truncation studies in 

ETR1 demonstrated the C-terminal region as the signal output region but it works 

independent to the enzymatic activity of  histidine-kinase domain (Kieber et al., 1993, 

Huang et al., 2003). Histidine-kinase domain mainly appears as a docking site for the 

CTR1, a Raf-like kinase which acts downstream of receptors and has a profound role in 

executing ethylene signaling process (Qu and Schaller 2004, Xie et al., 2006). This 

observation strongly endorses the functional capability of subfamily-2 members to 

suppress the ethylene responses, despite the fact that they do not have functional kinase 

domains. 

The receiver domain may facilitate the signaling in two ways, either by 

modulating the CTR1 activity through physical interaction and/or by signaling through 

the two-component system. Triple mutant etr1/etr2/ein4, shows the constitutive 

ethylene response phenotype, which can be rescued by truncated version of ETR1 (1-

603) which lacks the receiver domain. However, the transformed seedlings were more 

sensitive at low ethylene concentrations, suggesting the truncated ETR1 cannot repress 

ethylene responses as efficiently as the full-length ETR1 (Gamble et al., 1998, 

Moussatche and Klee 2004). Another finding demonstrated that in presence of ethylene, 

the kinase activity helps to regulate the ability of seedlings to recover normal growth 

(Hass et al., 2004). ARR2 which has been known as the response regulator plays the 

major role in signaling as part of a phosphorelay mechanism involving ETR1 (Bisson 

and Groth 2010). Phosphorylation is a well known mechanism to produce 

conformational changes in the proteins as well as to carryout interactions among the 

proteins. The ethylene receptors not only interact with each other but also with CTR1, 
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EIN2. Thus there are many opportunities for autophosphorylation of the receptors to 

change the activity and/or function of associated proteins. In vitro analysis of ETR1 and 

EIN2 interactions support this possibility, suggesting that His-phosphorylation of ETR1 

reduces its affinity for EIN2 (Bisson and Groth 2010). 

1.2.2 CTR1: A Raf-like Kinase 

Previously role of histidine-kinase domains and receiver domains in receptors 

has been demonstrated. Therefore, it can be speculated that ethylene signaling might 

work like though these domains. However genetic analysis suggested the involvement 

of another Raf-like kinase called CTR1 in ethylene signaling (Kieber et al., 1993). 

CTR1 negatively regulates the ethylene signal transduction. Analysis of genetic 

screening exhibit a constitutive ethylene response phenotype revealed that CTR1is 

responsible for such phenotype (Kieber et al., 1993). ctr1 mutants is a recessive loss-of-

function mutation. To determine the localization of CTR1 in the ethylene signaling 

pathway, the dominant ethylene insensitive mutant etr1-3 was crossed with a 

constitutive ethylene sensitive ctr1-1 mutant (Kieber et al., 1993).  

Seedlings homozygous for etr1 and ctr1 showed a ctr1-like constitutive ethylene 

response phenotype. Thus, it can be said that CTR1 is epistatic to the ethylene receptor 

ETR1. It was also determined that CTR1 functions downstream of the other four 

ethylene receptors (Roman et al., 1995, Hua and Meyerowitz 1998, Sakai et al., 1998). 

Yeast two-hybrid analysis revealed that the N-terminal region of CTR1 might interact 

with ETR1and ERS1 through histidine-kinase and receiver domains. Subsequently 

similar analysis revealed weak interactions with the subfamily-2 receptor ETR2 (Cancel 

and Larsen 2002). Recently, the CTR1 localization to ER provides an evidence about 

receptor/CTR1 physical interaction (Gao et al., 2003). Moreover, TAP-tagged lines of 

CTR1 were chosen for the affinity purification analysis, giving insight about the 

CTR1/ETR1 interaction. Co-purification of ETR1 with CTR1 confirmed the interaction 

of both (Gao et al., 2003, Huang et al., 2003). CTR1 makes a stable interaction with 

membranes even in the presence of ethylene because it has been demonstrated that 

ethylene treatment had no effect on CTR1 interactions with the membranes.  

Significance of receptor/CTR1 interaction came up with the help of mutation 

analysis of CTR1 and receptors. In ctr1-8 mutation, disruption of CTR1 interaction with 

the receptors led to removal of CTR1 protein from the ER membrane and eventually 

CTR1 appeared in the soluble protein fraction (Gao et al., 2003). Similarly, other 
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mutations eliminate ethylene receptors also result in loss of CTR1 from the ER 

membrane. Interestingly, all of these mutations showed a constitutive ethylene-response 

phenotype, signifying that the interaction of CTR1 with the receptors is vital for proper 

functioning of CTR1 (Gao et al., 2003). In propagation of ethylene signal transduction, 

CTR1 activity is required for receptors regulation. Such regulation brings about few 

conformational changes through receptors and CTR1, or might regulate the kinase 

activity of the receptors suggesting that receptor regulation is expected to be non- 

stoichiometric in numerous ways, 1) The CTR1 amount bound by the receptors may not 

be in a constant ratio. This suggestion was based on the fact that loss of the receptor 

ETR1 results in an increase in the level of CTR1 (Gao et al., 2003). 2) Role of CTR1 in 

signal output may be partly dependent on the receptor interaction with CTR1. Loss of 

all three subfamily-2 receptors exhibit a slight constitutive ethylene-response phenotype 

as compared to subfamily-1 receptors (Hua et al., 1998, Cancel and Larsen 2002), even 

the loss of large amount of CTR1 from the membrane suggest  that there is no obvious 

correlation of CTR1 to extent of signaling (Gao et al., 2003). In contrast, mutations in 

subfamily-1 receptors have a strong effect in exhibiting the constitutive ethylene 

response phenotype e.g. a loss-of-function etr1 mutant  (Qu et al., 2007) even though 

CTR1 reduction level at the membrane are not same as with loss of subfamily- 2 

receptors (Gao et al., 2003). These results emphasize upon the importance of subfamily-

1 receptors, like ETR1, to stimulate CTR1 as compared to subfamily-2 receptors. CTR1 

processes a kinase domain in the C-terminal half which represses the ethylene signaling. 

C-terminal half of CTR1 has high similarity to kinase domain in the Raf family that 

functions as MAPKKKs in the MAPK signaling pathway in animals (Huang et al., 

2003). Mutation analysis of CTR1 e.g., mis-sense ctr1 mutants lack highly conserved 

residues in kinase domain shows a constitutive ethylene response phenotype, which 

shows that kinase activity has some role to repress the ethylene response. Moreover, It 

has been established that CTR1 has the serine/threonine kinase activity in vitro (Huang 

et al., 2003). However, CTR1 association with MAPK cascade pathway to carryout 

ethylene signaling is still unclear. 

The loss-of-function mutant ctr1-2 shows a constitutive ethylene response 

phenotype, demonstrating that CTR1 is absolutely needed to suppress ethylene signal 

transduction. But ctr1-2 can still respond to ethylene although the response is quite 

weak, suggesting there might be either CTR1-like proteins or some other signaling 
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pathways without the involvement of CTR1 for ethylene signal transduction. A CN 

(CTR1 N-terminal) box was discovered by aligning sequences of CTR1 homolog from 

different plants (Huang et al., 2003). This box is important CTR1 to interact with 

ethylene receptors. In Arabidopsis genome, there are eight genes that have both a 

CTR1-like kinase domain and a CN box. EDR1 is one of these eight genes, and it 

functions in pathogen resistance in plants (Frye et al., 2001). However, It is still unclear 

whether EDR1 can interact with ethylene receptors or not because ethylene also plays a 

role in pathogen resistance. On the other hand, the two-component system may be a 

CTR1-bypass pathway for ethylene signaling.  

1.2.3 EIN2                                                                                                                                    

EIN2 is a transcription factor which acts downstream of CTR1 to mediate 

ethylene signaling pathway and ein2 mutant shows an ethylene insensitive phenotype, 

suggesting EIN2 serves as a positive regulator of ethylene signal transduction (Guzman 

and Ecker 1990, Chao et al., 1997, Alonso et al., 1999). EIN2is a membrane protein; it 

encodes a polypeptide of 1294 amino acids, however, which membrane it resides is still 

not clear. The N-terminal region of EIN2 is composed of 461 amino acids form twelve 

transmembrane domains, and corresponds to cation transporters. However, there is no 

evidence to support the role of N-terminal domain in cation transport while the C-

terminal region was considered to be the signal output region of EIN2 (Alonso et al., 

1999). Significance of N-terminal region came from analysis of mutation like ein2-1 

mutant, in which ein2 encodes the N-terminal domains but disrupts the function of C-

terminal part. Such kind of mutations leads to an ethylene insensitive phenotype, 

demonstrating that the C-terminal part is required to mediate ethylene signaling. On the 

other hand over-expression of the C-terminal part of EIN2 in an ein2 mutant 

background transformed the ethylene insensitive phenotype back into the ethylene 

sensitive phenotype in light-grown plants, not in etiolated seedlings. These findings 

indicate that the N-terminal transmembrane domain of EIN2 plays a significant function 

in regulation of ethylene response via upstream signals of ethylene. 

1.2.4 EIN3 and EIN3-like Proteins (EILs)  

EIN3 LIKE EIN2 is also positive regulator of ethylene signalling cascade, acting 

downstream of EIN2 to mediate ethylene signal transduction. Mutation in EIN3 (ein3) 

exhibits an ethylene insensitive phenotype, suggesting the positive regulator role of 

EIN3 (Chao et al., 1997). Thus ein3 shows a partial ethylene-insensitive phenotype 
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indicating that EIN3 is not a unique component in ethylene signaling pathway. In 

Arabidopsis, EIN3 family comprises of six members family including EIN3, EIL1, 

EIL2, EIL3, EIL4 and EIL5. EIL1 or EIL2 can complement an ein3 mutant, 

demonstrating their role in the ethylene signaling pathway and functional redundancy. 

EIN3 or EIL1 work independent of EIN2 in ethylene signaling pathway. Moreover, it 

has been established that over expression of EIN3/EIL1 in wild type background or in 

ein2 ethylene insensitive mutants leads to a constitutive ethylene response phenotype, 

indicative of individual function of EIN3/EIL1 in ethylene signaling (Chao et al., 1997). 

Mutants like ein3 and eil1 showed an ethylene insensitive phenotype though weaker 

than in the ein3 mutants. However, the double mutant eil1/ein3 showed a complete 

ethylene insensitive phenotype, suggesting the importance of EIN3 and EIL1 in positive 

regulation of ethylene signaling (Alonso et al., 2003). 

The role of EIN3 and EILs as transcription factors, has been revealed by nuclear 

localization of these components (Chao et al., 1997). Moreover, EIN3 has been 

recognized to play important role in transcription regulation by the fact that both EIN3 

and EIL1 can bind to promoter element of the ERF1 gene (Solano et al., 1998). Primary 

ethylene response elements (PERE) are the promoter elements which have been 

recognized by EIN3. PERE has a significant role as they have been found in ethylene 

induced genes E4 in other plants like tomato (Montgomery et al., 1993). There is 

another transcription factor called ERF1, which has an important role in regulation of 

some other ethylene responsive genes (Solano et al., 1998) Thus, EIN3 and the EILs 

operate as the first step in a transcriptional cascade to regulate the ethylene response. 

Regulation of EIN3 is carried out through a proteosome-mediated pathway. As it has 

been established that EIN3 has major role in ethylene signaling so, regulation of EIN3 

itself in response to ethylene is an important aspect in plants which cannot be ignored. 

Wild type seedlings rapidly respond to ethylene in terms of EIN3 protein concentration 

but it rapidly falls as well within 30 minutes of ethylene exposure (Guo and Ecker 2003, 

Yanagisawa et al., 2003). However, the mRNA level of EIN3 is not induced by 

ethylene, suggesting that EIN3 is regulated at the posttranscriptional levels  (Chao et al., 

1997). On the other hand, EIN3 degradation is carried out by the ubiquitin-proteosome 

pathway (Guo and Ecker 2003, Yanagisawa et al., 2003). Yeast two-hybrid has revealed 

two F-box proteins EBF1 and EBF2 which interact with EIN3 (Guo and Ecker 2003, 

Potuschak et al., 2003). Such kind of F-box proteins can particularly identify target 
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proteins and make them susceptible for unbiquitnation and proteosome-mediated 

degradation via SCF complex (Smalle and Vierstra 2004). efb1/ebf2 double mutants 

contain high level of the EIN3 protein level is high. Thus exhibiting constitutive 

ethylene response phenotype (Potuschak et al., 2003). Consistent to this, over 

expression of EBF1 or EBF2 minimizes the ability of ethylene to induce the EIN3 

protein levels, and the transformed plants demonstrated an ethylene insensitive 

phenotype (Guo and Ecker 2003). These findings present us an idea how ethylene 

regulates the EIN3 level. In air, plants show the constitutively synthesized EIN3 protein 

level below a certain threshold by EBF1- and EBF2-mediated degradation. When plants 

are grown in the presence of ethylene, level of EIN3 is stabilized, though the 

mechanism is unknown, such that EIN3 is accumulated to a high enough level to 

activate ethylene signaling.  

1.2.5 ERF1                                                                                                                                     

ERF1s are the another large class of ethylene-responsive genes containing a 

common GCC box in the promoter region of each gene (Solano et al., 1998). The GCC 

box is found to be enough to induce ethylene regulation upon a reporter gene  (Ohme-

Takagi and Shinshi 1995). The GCC box-binding proteins are said to be Ethylene-

Responsive-Element-Binding-Proteins (EREBPs) (Ohme-Takagi and Shinshi 1995). 

ERF1 is one member of that EREBP family. ERF1 responds to ethylene very quickly, 

and EIN3 a positive regulator of ethylene pathway, is enough to induce ERF1 (Solano et 

al., 1998), suggesting that EIN3 targets ERFs. Moreover, electrophoresis mobility shift 

assays (EMSAs) provided the evidence for binding of EIN3 to a DNA element in ERF1 

promoter region in vitro. Over expression of ERF1 induced some ethylene-responsive 

genes such as CHITINASE and PDF1.2 (Solano et al., 1998) and etiolated seedlings 

over expressing of ERF1 exhibited a constitutive ethylene response phenotype, 

characterized by shortened and thickened hypocotyls and inhibition of root elongation. 

However, the etiolated seedlings did not show evidence for the exaggerated apical 

hooks, demonstrating that some other EREBPs or transcription factors are required to 

control this process (Solano et al., 1998). 

1.3 Phosphotransfer protein and type B response regulator 

Plants mainly use two-component phosphorelays for signal transduction, and the 

elements of these two-component systems have been involved in plant responses to the 

different hormones like cytokinin and ethylene etc (Schaller and Kieber 2002, Huang et 
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al., 2003) Two-component systems mainly consist of  His sensor kinase and a response 

regulator (Stock et al., 2000). His-kinase autophosphorylates a conserved His residue 

and this phosphate group is then transferred to a conserved Asp residue within the 

receiver domain of a response regulator. The response regulator, mainly regulate 

downstream signaling in the pathway (Hutchison and Kieber 2002, Schaller and Kieber 

2002).  

The Arabidopsis response regulators (ARRs) consist of type-A and type-B 

groups based on domain structure and sequence. Type-A ARRs contain a central 

receiver domain along with short N- and C-terminal extensions and are transcriptionally 

induced by cytokinin. Type-B ARRs contain a receiver domain followed by a DNA 

binding domain and, based on several lines of evidence, function as transcription factors 

(Sakai et al., 2000). According to the proposed model, the cytokinin receptors 

autophosphorylate in response to cytokinin signal. The phosphate is then transferred to 

an HPt protein, which then enters the nucleus and activates the type-B ARRs by 

transferring the phosphate to them. Among the transcriptional targets of the type-B 

ARRs are type-A ARRs, which upon induction act as negative regulators of the initial 

signal transduction pathway (To et al., 2004). 

To date, the strongest evidence for the role of type-B ARRs in mediating the 

cytokinin signal comes from the analysis of ARR1. A null mutation in ARR1 results in 

reduced sensitivity to cytokinin in shoot regeneration and root elongation assays (Sakai 

et al., 2001). Overexpression of either ARR1 or ARR2 in Arabidopsis plants results in 

increased sensitivity to cytokinin (Sakai et al., 2001). ARR2, however, has also been 

proposed to play a role in mediating ethylene signal transduction based on the analysis 

of a transposon-induced mutation in the Landsberg erecta background (Hass et al., 

2004). The relatively weak phenotypes revealed by the analysis 

ofindividual ARR mutations may be the result of functional overlap among the type-B 

ARRs, a hypothesis consistent with the gene expression patterns (Mason et al., 2004). 

Phosphotransfer protein and type B response regulator are involved in ethylene 

signaling. The two-component pathway mainly emphasizes that His kinase activity of 

ETR1 facilitates the ethylene growth response in Arabidopsis, and represents a means 

by which the subfamily 1 receptors can initiate signaling through a CTR1-independent 

pathway. So these phosphotransfer proteins (AHPs) and type B regulators (ARRs) may 

be involved in mediating certain ethylene responses. So it can be worthwhile to see how 
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these downstream signaling elements are involved in mediating ethylene response with 

two-component signaling system.  

1.4 Model for Ethylene Signal Transduction 

 Recent studies have provided new understanding of the mechanism for ethylene 

signaling through the CTR1-dependent pathway. Genetic analysis had identified the 

ethylene receptors via CTR1, EIN2, and the EIN3 transcription factor family, double-

mutant analysis helped to arrange these elements into a pathway, however, mysteries are 

still there. First, there is no obvious information about signal transmission from CTR1 

to EIN2? The similarity of CTR1 to the Raf family of MAP kinase kinase kinases 

(MAPKKKs), suggesting that might be these MAPK cascade function between CTR1 

and EIN2 but, despite of having candidates for such a signaling cascade (Ju et al., 2012, 

Qiao et al., 2012, Wen et al., 2012), the outcome is notorious due to fact that the 

proposed MAPKK and MAPK signaling elements are involved in regulating ethylene 

biosynthesis (Shakeel et al., 2013). Second, how the signal is transmitted between ER 

localized EIN2 to EIN3, which is localized to nucleus? So it can be suggested that there 

might be some unknown factor mediating signaling between EIN2 and the nucleus. The 

solution came recently that CTR1 directly phosphorylates EIN2 to inhibit it instead 

through MAPK cascade. Ethylene binding to the receptors causes CTR1 to be inactive, 

which results in dephosphorylation and then proteolytic cleavage of EIN2, due to that 

the cleaved C-terminal region of EIN2 then translocates to the nucleus to carryout 

transcriptional actions  (Chang et al., 1993) . These findings provide more information 

for role of CTR1 in signal transduction pathway.  

Recently, an updated model of ethylene signal transduction of Arabidopsis was 

discussed by Shakeel et al., 2013 (Fig. 4). The ethylene is perceived in Arabidopsis by a 

5-receptor family (ETR1, ETR2, ERS1, ERS2 and EIN4) mainly localized to the ER 

membrane. There are some functional overlaps among receptors to regulate the 

pathway. Receptors physically associate with CTR1 in the absence of ethylene (air). 

The subfamily-1 receptors play dominant role over subfamily-2 receptors CTR1 

activation causes phosphorylation and inhibition of EIN2 activity, which eventually 

suppresses the ethylene response. Ethylene binding causes some major changes in the 

receptors, which result in the inactivation of CTR1 and hence the dephosphorylation of 

EIN2. As a consequence, the C-terminal region of EIN2 is proteolytically cleaved and  
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Fig. 4.Current Model for ethylene signal transduction in Arabidopsis. In the absence 

of ethylene, the ethylene receptors activate CTR1, which phosphorylates and inhibits 

EIN2. In the presence of ethylene, the receptors inactivate CTR1. EIN2 

dephosphorylates, which results in proteolytic cleavage and release of the C-terminal 

domain of EIN2. The C-terminal domain of EIN2 translocates to the nucleus, resulting 

in activation of EIN3 and the transcriptional response to ethylene. Two potential 

alternative pathways for ethylene signaling are also depicted (indicated by ‘?’). A two-

component signaling pathway, initiated by the subfamily-1 receptors and involving 

phosphotransfer proteins (AHPs) and response regulators (ARRs), may mediate a subset 

of the ethylene responses. RTE1 may also facilitate ETR1 kinase kinase kinases signal 

output through a CTR1-independent pathway. Circles indicate the active forms of 

proteins and rectangles the inactive forms. The thickness of arrows indicates the relative 

contributions to the ethylene response. Grey arrows indicate translocation from the 

cytosol to the nucleus of the indicated proteins. This figure is adopted from Shakeel et 

al., 2013. 
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This model also provides information about two-component signaling pathway with 

phosphotransfer protein and type-B response regulator. The two component pathway is 

also activated by ethylene, based on the finding that His-kinase activity of ETR1 

facilitates the ethylene growth response in Arabidopsis, through which subfamily-1 

receptors can initiate signaling through a CTR1-independent pathway. Two-component 

pathway plays less prominent role in signaling than the CTR1-dependent pathway. 

Moreover we also examined some protein-protein interactions like receptors with 

CTR1, with other receptors and more importantly the interactions of RTE1 with ETR1, 

through which ETR1 suppresses the pathway in the absence of ethylene. RTE1 may 

also be involved in a CTR1-independent signaling pathway (Dong et al., 2008) 

So ethylene signaling is a dynamic process for seed germination, seedling 

growth, leaf and petal abscission, fruit ripening, organ senescence, as well as stress and 

pathogen responses. This five receptor family cascade including some downstream 

signaling elements works through many interactions among them at molecular level. 

Some of them are discovered and still a lot of information is remained to be explored. 

Here in this study main emphasis was on revealing the role of histidine-kinase activity 

in ethylene signaling and translational and post translational regulation of CTR1, a Raf- 

like kinase  which acts downstream of signaling elements.    

1.5 Objectives of the study 

As we mentioned earlier, ethylene signaling is carried out mainly by a family of 

five receptors. Subfamily-1 comprises of ETR1 and ERS1 which possess functional 

histidine-kinase activity while members of subfamily-2 (ERS1, ERS2 and EIN4) lack 

the necessary residues required for enzymatic activity. This difference in two families of 

ethylene receptors raises the question about profound role of subfamily-1 in signaling. 

To answer this question we compared the gene expression of wild-type and kinase-

inactive versions of ETR1 mutant by microarray and real-time PCR analysis (Objective 

1). Similarly the downstream signaling cascade of ethylene pathway is mediated by 

downstream signaling components among which membrane localized CTR1, a 

MAPKKK-like kinase is important. We are also interested to characterize the CTR1 

interactions with ethylene receptors and its role in downstream signaling (Objective 2).  
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To facilitate the readers, we divided the results section into two parts,  

 

Objective  1. Role of Histidine-kinase domain of ethylene receptor ETR1 in ethylene 

signaling . (Part A) 

Objective 2. Transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulation of ethylene-

receptor/CTR1 protein complexes.   (Part B) 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 1.6 Plasmid Constructs and Plant Transformation  

All ETR1 constructs for this study were generated from 7.3 kb genomic ETR1 

fragment which had full-length coding sequence of ETR1 and a native genomic 

promoter (Qu et al., 2007). Similarly the ETR1-G2 mutant was generated as previously 

demonstrated (Gamble et al. 2002) and then cloned into the binary vector 

pCAMBIA2380 (Gao et al, 2003). In addition to this ETR1-H/G2 and ETR1-G2 

constructs were produced by sub-cloning the genomic clone into pALTERII, by making 

the site-directed mutation through Altered Site Mutagenesis System (Promega). Mutant 

product was cloned into pCAMBIA2380 vector and the constructs were introduced into 

Agrobacterium tumefacians strain GV3101 and finally  used to transform an etr1- 

9/ers1-9;ers1- 3/ERS1 line (Gao et al., 2003). Using PCR-based genotyping method, 

homozygous lines for both etr1-9 and ers1-3 were isolated, and homozygous for the 

transgene based on the segregation of antibiotic resistance was determined (Clough and 

Bent 1998). A Post doc member of Schaller’s lab Dr. Brenda contributed in generating 

mutants of ETR1 and ERS1 for this study. 

Similarly, CTR1-Myc-Tap (CTR1-MT) construct described previously was used (Gao 

et al., 2003). While ERS1, ERS2 and EIN4 with C-terminal Myc tags were made by a 

former student in Eric Schaller’s lab as follows, the vector pCAMBIA1380-Myc was 

used and DNA encoding the Myc tag was cut from the vector 6-CMYC (Arabidopsis 

Biological Resource Center stock no. CD3–128) by SalI and HindIII, and cloned into 

pCAMBIA1380 (GeneBank accession no. AF234301). The genomic region encoding 

the receptor along with upstream promoter sequence were amplified for ERS1 from the 

Arabidopsis BAC clone T20B5 (GenBank accession no. AC002409) using primers 5’-

GGATCCCAGGGATGTGCACTGAAG-3’ and 5’-GGATCCACCAGTTCCACG 

GTCTGG-3’, for ERS2 from the Arabidopsis BAC clone F19P19 (GenBank accession 

no. AC000104) using primers 5’- GTCGACGGTAAGAGTCCACGTAGG-3’ and 5’-

GTCGACAGTGGCTAGTAGACGGAG-3’) and for EIN4 from the Arabidopsis BAC 

clone F7O18 (GenBank accession no. AC011437) using primers 5’-

GTCGACGCTCTTCTCCGTTGTGGC-3’ and 5'-GTCGACACTCGCTCGCGGT 

CTGCA-3’. The ERS1 PCR product was cloned into the BamHI site, while the ERS2 

and EIN4 PCR products were cloned into the SalI site of pCAMBIA1380-Myc.  For 
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transformation into Arabidopsis, all of the above mentioned constructs were introduced 

into A. Tumefacians strain GV3101 and used to transform Arabidopsis by the floral-dip 

method (Hua et al., 1998). The CTR1-MT construct was transformed into the ctr1-2 

mutant line of Arabidopsis that contains a loss-of-function mutation in the CTR1 gene 

(Qu and Schaller 2004). The Myc-tagged receptors were transformed into the transgenic 

line containing CTR1-MT to allow for co-immunoprecipitation analysis. In addition, to 

test for the functionality of the Myc-tagged receptors, ETR2-Myc, ERS2-Myc, and 

EIN4-Myc constructs were transformed into the etr2 ers2 ein4 triple mutant (Gao et al., 

2008). 

1.7 Seed Sterilization 

Arabidopsis seeds were first washed with 70% ethanol + 1% Tritron X-100 for 5 

minutes in an appendorf tube followed by two washes with100% ethanol +0.1% 

TritronX -100 and 100% ethanol for 5 minutes each. After the final wash, the ethanol 

was carefully removed by several washes with distilled water in sterilize conditions. 

After the completion of seeds washing, seeds were inoculated on growth media for 

further analysis. 

1.7.1 Plant Growth Conditions and Ethylene Response Assays  

 Ethylene action and analysis for the triple response of dark-grown Arabidopsis 

seedlings was performed as demonstrated (Gamble et al., 1998, Stock et al., 2000, 

Gamble et al., 2002, Moussatche and Klee 2004). After seed sterilization, the seeds 

were grown for 4 days in dark on petri plates in solid growth MS Media (catalogue no. 

Sigma-M5519) containing 5µM AVG (an ethylene biosynthesis inhibitor) and treated 

with 0-1000 µL/L ethylene or hydrocarbon-free air in case of control samples to get rid 

of endogenous ethylene produced by the seedlings. For time course analysis seeds were 

treated with ethylene at different time intervals like 1hr, 4hr, 24 hr and constant (3.5 

days) ethylene. All the seedlings were examined for growth after 4 days growth in the 

dark at 24ºC. MS media was prepared by mixing and autoclaving MS salt + vitamin 

2.2g, MES 0.5g, plant agar 4g, (pH 5.7 with 1M KOH) and water till final volume of 

1L.  5uM AVG was added just before pouring media into plates. 

1.8 Total RNA Isolation  

Total RNA was isolated from the plant samples with and without ethylene 

treatment in three biological and three experimental replicates using RNeasy plant kit 
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(QIAGEN, CA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Approximately  0.1g plant 

tissue was grinded in liquid nitrogen to fine powder and was homogenized  in 450 µL 

RLT buffer (lysis buffer containing guanidine thiocyanate for denaturation) as  

recommended by manufacturer. RNA quantification was done initially by Nanodrop 

spectrophotometer (ND/-1000 ) at 230, 260 and 280 nm followed by running ribosomal 

RNA bands  on agarose gel to evaluate the integrity.  

1.8.1 Microarray Analysis 

To check the variations in the gene expression based on slight phenotypic 

differences in transgenic lines of kinase-inactive versions of ETR1 and wild-type 

seedlings, we planted the two lines on the same petri-plates. Almost 10ug of total RNA 

extracted from 4-d-old dark-grown seedlings of all transgenic lines, grown in the 

presence or absence of 1uL/L ethylene were used for gene expression studies by 

GeneChip ATH1 Arabidopsis genome arrays (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA) in three 

independent biological replicates. Labelling of samples was carried out separately 

(Genechip IVT labelling kit) followed by hybridization and washing (Fluidics Station 

450), followed by scanning at Dartmouth Genomics and Microarray Laboratory 

(http://dms.dartmouth.edu/dgml/. Data analysis was done by GeneSpring GX 11.5 

(Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, CA). In order to carry out the analysis, affymetrix 

gene-chip data files (CEL files) were used as input in GeneSpring software for data 

analysis. Initially the data was standardized by baseline transformation, which is 

comparable to per chip to the 50
th

 percentile and per gene to the median. Further, the 

raw data was subjected to filtration by expression, with the condition that at least one 

sample out of six for a line goes beyond a lower cut-off percentile of 20%. The data was 

statistically analyzed by T-test and data considered significant with p-values ≤ 0.05. For 

analysis of data, the Genespring fold-change mode was used and assumed ethylene-

regulated genes were recognized based on a three-fold variance in the ethylene-treated 

sample compared to non-treated sample. The dataset is deposited in Array-Express 

(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress) with accession number E-MEXP-3574. 

1.8.2 First Strand cDNA Synthesis for Microarray Validation by RT-qPCR. 

First strand cDNA was synthesized using standard protocol of SuperscriptIII 

First StrandSynthesis System (Invitrogen) for RT-qPCR as follows. Almost 2ug total 

RNA was Primers for RT-qPCR were designed from selected ethylene induced and 

http://dms.dartmouth.edu/dgml/
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suppressed genes. Annealing temperature of all primers was 60˚C. RT-qPCR was 

performed as described (Argyros et al., 2008), by using a set of primers (Table 1). 

Relative quantification of all the selected genes was done by using Applied Bio-

Systems 7500 Fast Real Time PCR system. For relative quantification we performed 

RT-qPCR in 3 replicates of each selected gene. In addition to that 3 replicates of a 

house keeping gene β tubulin were also run so that fold change difference among target 

gene and housekeeping gene provides us the relative expression.  RT-qPCR was carried 

out in a 96-well reaction plate using a reaction mixture prepared by adding 5.2μl of the 

TAKARA SYBR Green, 0.4μl of forward and reverse used to make cDNA from all the 

mutants and wild type samples according to manufacturer’s instruction and used for 

RT-qPCR.  

1.8.3 Real-Time PCR 

Primer mix (0.2μl each), template DNA (<500ng) to make 10μl total reaction 

volume. Thermal cycling was performed using a two-step cycling procedure that was 

repeated three times for three individual biological replicates. Uracil DNA Glycosylase 

(UDG) pre-treatment at 50 ºC for 2 min, initial denaturation at 95 ºC for 10 min 

followed by denaturation at 95 ºC for 15 s, annealing and extension at 60 ºC for 60 s for 

a total of 35 cycles. Non-treated samples were also used for each run as controls. Real-

time PCR was done in three replicates with the same sample. All the transcripts were 

amplified in triplicates using gene specific primers is mentioned in Table-1. Melting 

temperatures of all the primers ranged from 55-60 ºC for the real-time PCR. 

1.8.4 Statistical Analysis 

Statistical analysis were performed using Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS 

Inc., Chicago, IL, USA), version 16 for Microsoft windows. Categorical variables are 

described in terms of range, mean ± standard deviation (± SD) and percentages. 

Probability value less than 0.05 (p<0.05) was considered statistically significant. 

1.9 Immunoblot Analysis                        

ETR1 protein was identified by using a polyclonal anti-ETR1 antibody 

generated against amino acids sequence 401-738 of ETR1. CTR1 protein was identified 

a polyclonal anti-CTR1 antibody (locally designed. An anti-BiP antibody was used as a 

loading control (Stressgen Biotech, #SPA-818E). Program ImageJ version 1.38x 

(http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/) was used to analyze the relative expression levels for ETR1, 

http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/
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and CTR1 determined by quantifying the scanned exposed film from the immunoblot as 

given in Table 2. 

 

 

Table 1. Different Primers Sets Used For Real-time PCR to Validate the Micro- 

Array Analysis. 

 

 

ATG NO.              Gene   Forward Primer Reverse primer  
AT3G23150  ETR2   AGAGAAACTCGGGTGCGATGT     TCACTGTCGTCGCCACAATC 

AT2G40940   ERS1   GTG CCG TCT CGG GAT AAC AAA CTT 

TC 

  GCATGTACTGCCATCTCAGCCTC 

AT1G02450  ACCO   GAC AAG CGA AGT AGC TGG TGA GA AGA GAA ACT CGG GTG CGA TGT 

AT5G19890  PEROXI 

ATPN 

  CGCCATTATCGCCAAATTTGTAGCCG TCATCGCACATGTGAAGTCCCTGA 

AT4G12470  pEARL1    AGTCCTAAACCAAAGCCAGTCCCA CGATATTGTGCACTGGCATCGCAT 

AT1G05240  PerOxi 

ATP12      

  CCCAACCTGACCCTGAAAGGTTAT TGAAGAGCCCTTTCTTCTGAGCCA 

AT1G17170  GST    CTCGTTTAGGCGAGTCTCCTTACT GCCGTGCTTGCTTACTTGTTCTCA 

AT3G60410  DIN2    AGT GGC CAG GAA ATC CTC AAG AGT TCATAAGGTGATCCACCAAGGGCT 

AT2G29470  GST21    AGA GCC CGT TGC TAC TTC AAC TCA CTGAGCCCTATCATTGTGACTTGTT

CATCG 

AT1G72930  TIR    CGC AAA GCC TTT CTC AGC CAG AT       CAAGACAACACCACGAAGAAGCGT 

AT4G12550  AIR1     CCCTTGCACTCTTCGTTTCTCTCA TTACGCGCACTGGAAACTCTTTGG 

AT1G54040  ESP   TGCTGTGCAATTCTATGATCCGGC TTCCATCGACAGTGGCAGCAGTAT 

AT1G01190  CYP   GGACCAGTGGTAAGGACGTTCAAA ACAGGAGTGCACTTAAGAGGGTGA 

AT1G23130  MLP   CTCCAAAGCAAGTCCAGGCAACAT  ACACTCCCTGAACCTCCATGCTTA 

AT1G20010    β-tubulin   TGGTGGAGCCTTACAACGCTACTT TTCACAGCAAGCTTACGGAGGTCA  

AT1G06080  ADS1    TGGAGGACTTAAAGAGGCAGTGGT TTGCCATACGACGACGTTGACTCT 

AT1G05010  ACO    GTGATGGATGAGAATTTGGGTTTGCC ATCGATCCACTCGCCGTCTTTCAA 

AT5G64900  AtPep   TTC CTC TTC AGT GCC TCG ACC AAA CTTTCTCCTTCCCCCTTTGCTTTGCCTT

GA   

AT5G13930  CHS.    TGCTTACATGGCTCCTTCTCTGGA ATCTCAGAGCAGACAACGAGGACA 

AT4G25780  PATHOGEN 

RELATED 

  TGACCACGACTCCTTGCAGTTCTT ATGAAGATCCCACCATTGTCGCAC 

AT1G54210  APG    TTTGCGTCCGGAGGTTCTGGTTAT CTGAGGCAGAGTCAGACATAAGAG 

AT2G02800  KIN2    TGTATCGGATGCGGCAGCG TTTGAATATAAGTTTGGCTCGTCT 

 

AT1G80160 

  

HYPO 

   

AGTGGACCAACTCTTCTTCCACGA 

 

GAGAGAGAGTTTGGTATCTCAAGTAAT

GG 

AT3G59900  Argos   CTGTCGCTGTTAATCTCCCATTGT  GAGATGCCTTGTTTCTCGAATGGC 

AT4G27440            

 

AT2G41230 

 PORBF                        

 

OSR1 

  TGCTGCGGAGCGCTTACCA                  
 

GTTTAGGTAGCTTACGATATGGT 

CGAGAGTTTCCCGCTTTAGATCG 
 

GAGAGATTTCCCGCGCAGAGA 
 

http://www.arabidopsis.org/servlets/TairObject?id=37685&type=locus
http://www.arabidopsis.org/servlets/TairObject?id=137753&type=locus
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Table 2. Name of Antibodies and their Potential Target Proteins 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.9.1 Isolation of Proteins from Microsomal Fractions 

Almost all of the immunoblot analysis of this study were done using microsomal 

fractions isolated from dark grown etiolated seedlings of Arabidopsis as described  

earlier (Gamble et al., 1998, Stock et al., 2000, Gamble et al., 2002, Moussatche and 

Klee 2004). Plant material was subjected to homogenization in an extraction 

buffercontaining30 mM Tris (pH 8.3 at 4˚C, 150 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, 20% (v/v) 

glycerol and Protease inhibitor in 1:10 concentration (Sigma Aldrich). Homogenization 

was followed by centrifugation at 8,000 g for 15 min at 4ºC.  The supernatant was 

centrifuged at 100,000g for 30 min at 4ºC, and the resulting membrane pellet 

resuspended in resuspension buffer containing 10 mM Tris (pH 7.6 at 22˚C), 150 mM 

NaCl, 0.1mM EDTA,  10%  (v/v) glycerol and protease inhibitors (1:10). 

1.9.2 Protein Concentration Determination 

Total protein concentration was determined using the BCA reagent (Pierce) 

according to the manufacturer’s guide by mixing solution A to solution B in 1:20 ratio. 

50ul of 0.5% (w/v) sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) was added to solubilize the 

membrane proteins. Then 500ul of solution A and B solution was added to the proteins. 

Whole mixture was incubated for 15 minutes at 37ºC. Bovine serum albumin was used 

as a standard for protein assays. The protein concentrations were determined by using 

NanoDrop at 725nm and 50ug of proteins were used for western blotting. 

 

 

  Name of antibody  Protein identified Used for part A or B 

 

         CTR1 

         ETR1 

         ETR2 

         myc 

         anti-BiP 

 

       CTR1 

       ETR1 

       ETR2 

   ERS2, ERS1, EIN4 

    Loading control  

 

      A& B 

          B 

          B 

          B 

        A&B  
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1.9.3 One Dimensional PolyAcrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (PAGE) 

Protein samples were first run on 12% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis for separation 

solution (29 g acrylamide, 1 g NN’-Methylenebisacrylamide), 1.25 ml of 3 M Tris HCL 

pH 8.5, 100ul of 10%SDS, 60ul Ammonium per sulphate (10%), 6ul Temed and 6ml 

H2O) and 2ml of stacking gel (0.825, 30% Acrylamide solution, 0.625 1 M Tris.HCL 

pH 7.6, 50ul 10%SDS, 50ul Ammonium per sulphate (10%), 3ul Temed and 3.5 ml 

H2O) was used to make SDS PAGE. 

1.9.4 Membrane Transfer and Probing 

 For membrane transfer 1X electro transfer buffer was used (10X electro transfer 

buffer contains 144g Glycine, 30.3g Tris HCl in 1L water). First of all the nitrocellulose 

membrane was activated by placing in methanol for 5 sec followed by washing with 

water for 5 minutes. The protein gel was placed in electro-transfer buffer for 5 minutes 

to reduce background. After that the transfer apparatus was assembled by placing the 

grid in plastic tray. Then negative plate was adjusted followed by 3-4 layers of foam. A 

piece of 3mm filter paper was cut and placed on foams. Gel was carefully transferred 

onto the filter paper. Then previously washed nitrocellulose membrane with methanol 

and water was placed onto the gel and covered with a 3mm filter paper again, followed 

by 3-4 layers of foam and a grid. Finally positive plate was adjusted with a plastic lid 

and transfer was carried out at 12 Volts for 2 hours. After transfer, the membrane was 

placed in blocking solution (TBST containing 2% (W/V) non fat powdered milk) and 

incubated at 4ºC for overnight.  

The membrane was rinsed three times with TBST followed by two washes with 

excess of TBST for 5 minutes each. Membrane was probed with respective primary 

antibody for one hour at room temperature. After one hour antibody was removed and 

membrane was again washed three times in TBST for five minutes each. Then the 

membrane was subjected to secondary antibody for one hour at room temperature. After 

one hour antibody was removed and membrane was washed three times with TBST for 

five minutes each. After probing and washing, the membrane was placed on a new piece 

of parafilm and 3ml of pierce femto-supersignal substrate solution (150ul of each of 

enhancer and peroxide solution in 22.7ml water in 1:10 dilution) was added to the 

membrane, incubated for five minutes. Then excess of liquid was drained out of the 

membrane and the membrane was wrapped in a new piece of parafilm for detection. 

The blot was placed into exposure case in one corner and taken to dark room and 
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exposed on film in the canister for 15, 30 seconds, 1-2 minutes. After exposures have 

been taken the film was developed in developing machine. 

1.9.5 Stripping Western Blots 

 In order to probe the same blots with different antibodies like, Bip (resident 

protein used as loading control) or any other antibody, we striped the blot to remove the 

excess antibody with 50ml stripping buffer containing (36.5 ml water, 3.12 ml of 1M 

Tris HCl (pH 6.8), 10ml 10% SDS and 358 µL β-Mercaptoethanol) for 30 minutes at 

50ºC. After that membrane was washed two times in TBST for 10 minutes each. After 

washing membrane was incubated overnight at 4ºC in TBST containing 2% milk 

powder and blotted with other antibody of interest.  
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RESULTS 

Part A. Role of Histidine-kinase domain of ethylene receptor ETR1 

in ethylene signalling 

 

1.10  Mutants /transgenic lines used for this study 

To explore the role of kinase activity in plant ethylene signaling pathways in this 

study, we used kinase-deficient versions of ETR1 receptor of Arabidopsis due to their 

ability to rescue the constitutive ethylene-response phenotype in etr1-9;ers1-3 as 

explained in the Fig. 5. Histidine-kinase domain of ETR1 includes certain conserved 

residues necessary for histidine-kinase activity based on their homology with well-

characterized Histidine-kinase domains of bacteria and some prior characterizations of 

ETR1 receptors in plants (Gamble et al., 2002). Two component systems basically 

allow the organisms to respond to certain environmental stimuli by using phosphorelay 

mechanism. This system comprises of protein kinases, localized to membrane to sense 

the incoming signals and a response regulator for signal transduction. Two signaling 

elements of the Histidine-kinase are i) His residue (His353) which serves as the 

autophosphorylation site and ii) a catalytic domain possessing two groups of conserved 

Gly residues called the G1 and G2 boxes (Fig. 5). In vitro analysis established that 

mutations in these conserved residues abolish ETR1 autophosphorylation (Gamble et 

al., 1998, Moussatche and Klee 2004). Therefore, three different kinase-inactive 

versions of ETR1 receptor mutants were generated by Xiang Qu (a former PhD student 

in our lab) for this study. i) Mutants with mutation in G2 box (G545A and G547A) were 

named ETR1-G2, this disrupts the ATP binding domain to catalytic domain and hence 

interferes with catalysis (Chen et al., 2002, De Paepe et al., 2004, Dong et al., 2008, 

Dong C-H 2008, Caesar et al., 2011, Wilfetange et al., 2011). ETR1-G2 mutants were 

also predicted to be incompetent for trans-phosphorylating other receptors in higher 

order receptor clusters. ii) Another mutation of kinase-activity (ETR1-H/G2) resulted 

from combination of the G2 mutation in ETR1 with a mutation in His (His353Gln) 

which is phosphor-accepting site (Chang et al., 1993). This addition of His mutation 

must deliberately abolish the autophosphorylation of ETR1, either through histidine-

kinases of Arabidopsis or through residual kinase activity which G2 box mutant of 

ETR1 may possess. iii) The third mutant was named ETR1-H/G2/D, which had a 
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combination of mutations (Asp659Asn) of the putative phosphorylated Asp of the 

receiver domain, in combination with the previous two mutations ETR1-G2 and ETR1-

HG2 respectively. The basic underlying principle for this kind of mutation is that, 

though the receiver domain is no longer been able to be phosphorylated by kinase-

deficient version of ETR1, other hormone kinases in Arabidopsis like cytokinin 

receptors, which also localize to ER like ethylene receptors, could target it (Qu et al., 

2007). Therefore, it is expected that Asp mutation will eliminate this chance of other 

hormonal activity to interfere. 

All the ETR1 constructs were derived from a genomic clone of ETR1 possessing 

the promoter and coding regions of ETR1 (Qu et al., 2007). The wild-type and kinase-

inactive versions of ETR1 receptors were transformed into the etr1-9;ers1-3 double 

mutant background, lacking the subfamily-1 receptors ETR1 and ERS1, which possess 

shows strong constitutive ethylene-response phenotype (Hall et al., 2012). Keeping in 

consideration that the double homozygous mutant is no longer fertile; initially the 

constructs were transformed into etr1-9/etr1-9;ers1-3/ERS1 plants, characterized for 

homozygosity for etr1-9, ers1-3, and then the transgene were identified in subsequent 

generations by a former Postdoc, Brenda Hall. A number of independent mutant lines 

were isolated for each construct and were further characterized for their ability to rescue 

dark-grown and light-grown phenotypes of etr1-9;ers1-3. The constitutive ethylene-

response phenotype of dark-grown etr1-9;ers1-3 seedlings was rescued by transgenic 

expression of wild-type ETR1 (tETR1-wt) (Hall et al., 2012). Similarly, the kinase 

deficient lines of ETR1 also rescued the constitutive ethylene-response phenotype of 

etr1-9;ers1-3 (Hall et al., 2012). 

The etr1-9;ers1-3 lines containing kinase-inactive ETR1 were indistinguishable from 

those containing wild-type ETR1 or from wild-type plants themselves when examined 

in the absence of ethylene (in air). This raises the question as to whether there might be 

a difference among the lines in terms of their response to ethylene. Growth of dark-

grown seedlings in the presence of 1 μL/L ethylene showed that all the transgenic lines 

demonstrated triple response to the ethylene characterized by reduced hypocotyl and 

root length, apical hook formation, and thickening of the hypocotyl but this response o 

ethylene was less pronounce in kinase-inactive lines (Hall et al., 2012). Not only this, 

immunoblot analysis showed almost same level of ETR1 protein expression in kinase-

inactive and wild-type ETR1 transgenic lines. This indicates that phenotypic differences 

among these lines were not owed to differences in the protein levels (Hall et al., 2012).   
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1.11 Gene Expression Analysis of Arabidopsis Seedlings with Kinase-Inactive 

ETR1 

To gain information at the molecular level on how the ethylene response differed 

between kinase-active and kinase-inactive ethylene receptors lines, we performed a 

microarray analysis. For this purpose, we chose tETR1-wt#2 and tETR1-HG#2 lines for 

comparison because they exhibit similar levels of ETR1 protein to each other as well as 

to the native level of ETR1 found in wild-type seedlings. RNA was prepared from 

seedlings grown in the dark in the presence or absence of 1µL/L ethylene for four days. 

Samples were prepared in triplicates for analysis. Equal amount of RNA was used for 

these comparisons by using affymetrix Arabidopsis chips in three replicates. Microarray 

was done to get information about the expression of ethylene responsive genes of 

kinase-active and kinase-inactive lines. The microarray data was analysed by using 

GENE SPRING software. Initially, the expression of approximately 14000 genes was 

analysed either up or down regulated.  

Only those genes were selected which were induced and repressed by ethylene at 

least 3- fold or more by ethylene in the tETR1-wt sample. So as to work with a robust 

set of ethylene-induced genes independent of effects due to transgene and experimental 

variation, we compared the genes identified in this dataset to those previously identified 

in wild-type seedlings grown under similar conditions for ethylene treatment (Alonso et 

al., 2003). These previously identified genes were used as marker to confirm the 

reliability of our microarray analysis. Almost half (19) of the ethylene-induced genes 

from our microarray met the criterion of also being induced in this independent 

experiment (Table 3) including ETR2, Pearl1-like and OSR1 etc. Box-plot analysis of 

genes induced by ethylene among tETR1-wt and tETR1-H/G2 revealed induction of 

these genes with ethylene treatment, while kinase deficient genes showed some 

variations in terms of expression levels (Fig. 6) Similarly 151 genes were 3-fold or more 

repressed by ethylene in the tETR1-wt samples and out of them only 14 genes were 

robustly confirmed by other microarray analysis done by Alonso et al (2003) as given in 

Table. 4 (Hall et al., 2012). We validated these genes by real-time PCR based on these 

data of ethylene induced and repressed genes in Table 3 and 4 respectively. This small 

overlap between previous study and present is due the differences in number of 

identified genes in both studies. 
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1.12 Validation of Microarray results by Real-time PCR 

To validate microarray results, we performed reverse transcriptase-quantitative 

polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) on selected subsets of the induced and 

suppressed genes of two independent lines tETR1-wt and tETR1-H/G2 with and 

without ethylene treatment. For validation analysis of microarray results we divided all 

the selected genes into two main groups, induced genes and suppressed genes. 

1.12.1  Validation of Induced Genes 

We performed reverse transcriptase-quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT-

qPCR) on a subset of induced genes, examining expression in two different lines each 

for tETR1-wt and tETR1-H/G2 (Fig. 7). Some differences in ethylene-regulated gene 

expression are predicted between these lines due to the differing protein levels, whereas 

tETR1-wt line#2 and tETR1-H/G2-line#2 exhibit lower protein levels, similar to the 

native ETR1 protein level (Fig. 7). Because ETR1 serves as a negative regulator of 

ethylene responses, the lines with higher ETR1 protein levels are predicted to more 

strongly suppress ethylene-responsive gene expression. In general, this prediction is 

born out by the RT-qPCR  analysis e.g., the basal expression level for ethylene-

regulated genes is generally lower in tETR1-wt line#1 than in tETR1-wt line#2 (four of 

the five genes exhibiting lower expression and one exhibiting similar expression). In 

addition, the expression level after ethylene induction is one fold lower in tETR1-wt-

line#1compared with tETR1-wt line#2 for four of the five genes including Pearl1-like, 

peroxidase ATP-N, OSR1 (organ size related 1), ACO (ACC oxidase) and ETR2 

(ethylene response 2). This showed lower expression in tETR1-wt-line #1 after ethylene 

induction compared to tETR1-wt-line #2 for Pearl1-like, peroxidase ATP-N, OSR1 and 

ETR2 expression patterns (Fig. 7). 

When we compared tETR1-wt to the kinase-inactive line (ETR1-H/G2), we 

observed that quantitative real-time analysis strongly endorsed the microarray analysis 

for tETR1-wt-line #2 and tETR1-H/G2-line #2 (Table 3, Fig 7 right side). We found  a 

clear distinction in basal gene expression levels for the ethylene-induced genes in both 

of the selected lines for each transgene, despite of having differences in ETR1 protein 

expression levels (both lines (1 and 2) of tETR1-H/G2 exhibit a reduction in basal gene 

expression level compared to both lines (1 and 2) of tETR1-wt. 3). Considering ETR1  

protein levels (e.g. comparing tETR1-wt-line #1 to tETR1-H/G2-line #1, and comparing 

tETR1-wt-line #2 to tETR1-H/G2-line #2), we found that two genes, which were highly 

induced (PEARL1-like and Per ATP-N) also showed two fold less induction due to 
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ethylene in the kinase-inactive lines. Therefore we noticed a reduction in expression 

level of ethylene-induced genes in the tETR1-H/G2 lines, mainly under the basal 

expression conditions (i.e. the expression level when no exogenous ethylene is applied), 

which provides us a main reason for the reduced phenotypic response to ethylene 

observed in these kinase-inactive lines.  

1.12.2 Validation of Suppressed Genes 

We examined several genes which showed repressed expression with ethylene 

and grouped together as suppressed genes for the analysis of our microarray validations. 

We found 151 genes with repressed expression ~3-fold or more by ethylene in the 

tETR1-wt samples and we focused on 14 reproducibly regulated genes that were also 

found to be repressed by Alonso et al (Table. 4). Box-plot analysis of these repressed 

genes showed a similar basal level of expression for tETR1-wt and tETR1-H/G2 but 

different expression levels were observed in the presence of exogenous ethylene, the 

gene expression was not suppressed as effectively in the case of kinase-inactive tETR1-

H/GH2 line as explained before. For validation by RT-qPCR we worked again with 

reproducible set of genes shown in Table 4. We selected four genes found in Table 4. 

Three genes, CHS (ATCHS Chalone Synthase), pathogen related and  APG-like  

exhibited low repression as far as ETR1 protein levels are taken into account. CHS and 

Pathogen-related genes showed a two to three fold reduction in repression in the kinase-

inactive lines regardless of ETR1 protein level (Fig. 9). The other gene KIN2 does not 

exhibit any difference among the kinase-active and inactive lines due to ethylene, with 

substantially higher basal expression level when compared in kinase-inactive lines 

tETR1-H/G2 compared with tETR1-wt lines. Thus over all analysis of suppressed genes 

is consistent with induced genes with various genes in kinase-inactive tETR-H/G2lines 

demonstrating the decrease ability to induce ethylene response at molecular level. 

1.13 Induced Genes that did not validated by Real-time PCR 

We also analyzed two genes including peroxidase ATP12a and GST 14 (Glutathione S-

Transferase) which we could not reproduce in additional transgenic lines, so they were 

not the part of that reproducible set shown in Table 3. Our microarray data showed these 

as (tETR1-wt-line#2 to tETR1-H/G2-line#2) was not correlated. Similarly no difference 

in the expression levels of GST14 GST 14 was observed among the lines containing less 

ETR1 protein i.e. (tETR1-wt-line #1 to tETR1-H/G2-line #1) and the lines with higher 

ETR1protein expression (tETR1-wt-line #2 to tETR1-H/G2-line #2). In Peroxidase 
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ATP12aATP12a tETR1-wt is showing high basal level in line#1 (less ETR1 protein) 

compared to line#2 (high ETR1 protein) hence no consistency there. Same is the case 

with tETR1-HG/2 line#1 and 2. So in both genes kinase-deficient lines are showing 

reduced basal level which did not correlate with our microarray data (Fig. 10). 

1.14 Repressed Genes that did not validated by Real-time PCR 

We also analyzed the expression of two more ethylene repressed genes DIN1 

(dark inducible 1) and TIR (Toll-Interleukin-Resistance) synthase in additional 

transgenic lines for the validation of microarray results. These genes were not the part 

of previously explained reproducible set of gene shown in Table 4. Microarray data 

showed the high basal level in kinase-deficient lines and was not validated by real-time 

PCR in two additional transgenic lines. In both cases we observed less basal expression 

level in kinase-deficient lines as compared to tETR1-wt. tETR1#1 is showing less basal 

expression of ETR1 protein as compared to tETR1-wt#2. Kinase-deficient lines show a 

less expression due to ethylene as compared to tETR1-wt because ETR1 is negative 

regulator of ethylene (Fig. 11). 

Similarly we tested two other genes, AIR1 (Auxin induced in air culture) and 

ESP (Epithiospecifier protein) which showed higher basal level in tETR1-wt#2 and 

tETR1-H/G2#2 in microarray analysis than tETR1-wt#1 . We used RT-qPCR to 

examine two additional lines i.e. tETR1-wt#1 and tETR1-H/G2#1. There was no 

consistent effect observed among both lines in terms of expression of above genes. 

AIR1 showed more suppression in kinase deficient lines in comparison to ESP. Same 

was the case with basal level in tETR1-H/G2#1 and 2 lines. Higher basal levels in 

kinase-inactive lines than kinase active versions demonstrate that no consistent effect 

was found when examined multiple lines and the results of microarray were again not 

validated (Fig. 12).  

We tested the expression of MLP 34 (MLP-like gene) by real-time PCR which 

exhibited no difference in the basal expression levels in both of the selected lines used 

for microarray, our real-time data again could not validate the microarray results in 

other lines i.e. tETR1-wt#1 and tETR1-H/G2#1 and especially tETR1-H/GH2 #2, 

showed higher basal level compared to the rest of lines (Fig. 13). This gene was also not 

found in Alonso data set. The overall kinase-inactive lines showed more suppression 

due to ethylene, but level of suppression is not correlated to the basal level in kinase-

inactive lines. Finally we checked some potentially interesting expression pattern in the 
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set of genes not shared with the Alonso data set as explained above. Some of these 

genes expression were not reproduced well when we examined the second set of 

independent lines. One possibility is that the T-DNA insertion from the transgene had 

some effect on the same expression or it has variability in how ethylene affected the 

expression of certain genes. 

1.15 Conclusion on Role of Kinase Activity in Gene Regulation 

Work with the reproducibly regulated genes demonstrated clear roles for kinase 

activity in ethylene-mediated gene regulation. We found that most of genes in the 

kinase-inactive (tETR1-H/G2) lines demonstrated a decreased ability to induce the 

ethylene response at the molecular level. These lines showed higher suppression in 

presence of ethylene than without ethylene. Since ETR1 negatively regulates the 

ethylene response, high levels of ETR1 protein leads to more suppression in ethylene. 

Thus, overall, analysis of the ethylene-repressed genes is consistent with our analysis of 

the ethylene- induced genes. 

This study provides valuable information about kinase activity in ethylene 

signaling mechanism in plants. Subfamily-1 receptors (ETR1 and ERS1) hold 

functional kinase domains while subfamily-2 lacks certain important residues. We 

concluded that both wild type and kinase-inactive versions of ETR1 restored the 

ethylene response, as both restored the normal growth in air (absence of ethylene), but 

kinase-inactive versions showed a little difference in response to ethylene  i.e. kinase-

inactive mutant were less responsive to ethylene as endorsed by growth response assays. 

In addition, RT-qPCR and immunoblot analysis also suggested that both wild type and 

kinase-inactive versions bind to CTR1, thus modifying a signaling complex with CTR1. 

Based on this several models can be proposed for this mechanism. First that ETR1 

could transmit the signal through involving downstream phosphotransfer proteins 

(AHPs) and response regulators (ARRs); or phosphorylation of ETR1 could affect 

signaling through certain already recognized components of the pathway i.e. kinase 

domains and receiver domains of ethylene receptors that physically associate with 

CTR1. That could be the reason where we found kinase-deficient ETR1 more efficient 

in repressing ethylene response compared to wild type ETR1. One element could be 

EIN2 that physically associate ETR1 and in vitro analysis proposes that phosphorylation 

of ETR1 reduced the affinity with EIN2, thus establishing the point that kinase activity 

effects the interaction among the ethylene signaling pathway components. Thus this part 
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of present study highlights the function of kinase activity in ethylene signal 

transduction. 

1.16 Role of Type B regulators (ARRs) in Mediating Ethylene 

Response 

Type-B Arabidopsis thaliana response regulators (ARRs) are transcription 

factors that function in the final step of two-component signaling systems. The type-B 

family of ARRs is composed of one major subfamily of seven genes and two minor 

subfamilies of two genes each(Mason et al., 2004). Box plot analysis of ethylene 

induced genes in wt,arr2,10,12 and ein3/eil1 mutant revealed that arr2,10,12 mutant 

affects the basal level expression of some genes i.e. we observed some reduction in 

basal level compared to wild-type gene (Fig. 14).  

Similar decrease in expression of ein3/eil1was also observed. In case of wild 

type seedlings all of the above genes showed an induction, though less in case of 

arr2,10,12 and ein3/eil1 mutants (Mason et al., 2005). Based on role of histidine-kinase 

activity, we hypothesized that there might be a role of these downstream signaling 

elements in propagating ethylene response. To find out the role of Type B-ARRs in 

ethylene signaling we examined on sub set of below mentioned ethylene induced genes 

ERF1 (Ethylene response factor 1). ACO (same like 1-aminocyclopropane-1-

carboxylate oxidase), ETR2 (Ethylene response 2), OSR1 (Organ size related 1), PORB 

(Protochlorophyllide Oxidoreductase B) and ARGOS (Auxin regulated gene involved in 

organ size) in wt, ein3/eil1 (a loss-of-function mutant of EIN3/EIL1) and arr2,10,12 (a 

null mutant of ARRs). Etiolated seedlings were treated with ethylene for 24 hours at 

1µL/L and 10µL/L ethylene (Fig. 15 & 16). At 1µL/L we observed a reduction in basal 

level among ARR and ein3/eil1 mutants as compared to wt. ACO, ETR2, OSR1 and 

ARGOS don’t require ARRs for ethylene signaling because we couldn’t see any change 

in gene expression with ethylene treatment, while ERF1 and PORB showed a reduced 

level gene expression showing dependence upon ARR factors for ethylene signaling. In 

case of ein3/eil1 mutant all of the genes showed reduce expression, thus providing us 

information that all of them require EIN3/EIL1 for ethylene signaling. 

We also treated etiolated seedlings with 10µL/L ethylene for 24 hours in the 

same way like above to check the expression pattern at higher concentration. The results 

were almost similar i.e. a reduction in basal level in ARR and EIN3/EIL1 mutants 

compared to wt and dependence of PORB and ERF1 on Type-B and Ein3/EIL1 for 

ethylene signaling (Fig.15 &16).  
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So we conclude from our study that ARR and EIN£/EIL1 both are essential for 

propagation of ethylene signaling, although ARR factors are not required by all genes 

for propagation of ethylene signaling. But EIN3/EIL1 are absolutely required in all of 

genes, hence proving to be an essential component of ethylene signaling. 
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Fig. 5. Experimental strategy and constructs used for analysis. A. Phenotypes of 

wild type (Wt) and mutant plants with double and triple mutation are shown. B. 

Structure of ETR1 and details of constructs. The hydrophobic sensing domain, GAF 

domain, histidine-kinase domain and receive domain are shown. Predicted 

phosphorylation sites are shown as H for His-353, D for Asp-659. G1 and G2 indicate 

G1G2 boxes in his-kinase domain. Black arrows show the site of mutation to eliminate 

the kinase activity (Hall et al., 2012). 
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Table 3. Ethylene up-regulated genes. Genes with three-fold up-regulated 

expression by 1 µL/L C2H4 in tETR1-wt were identified (Hall et al., 2012) and 

those common to the up-regulated gene sets of Alonso et al. (2003) are shown 

below. 

   Normalized expression(log2 

transformed) 

   tETR1-wt tETR1-H/G2 

At. Number Gene Fold up -C2H4 +C2H4 -C2H4 +C2H4 

At1g72290 Drought-induced P. 19.01 -2.07 2.18 -2.64 1.78 

At2g41230 OSR1 11.64 -0.77 2.78 -2.22 1.19 

At1g23730 Carbonic anhydrase 8.00 -0.55 2.45 -0.83 1.32 

At4g12470 pEARL1-like 6.31 -0.79 1.86 -2.09 1.63 

At1g06080 ADS1 6.11 -1.18 1.43 -2.13 1.04 

At4g35150  O-methyltransferase 6.08 -1.26 1.35 -1.64 1.01 

At5g19890 Peroxidase ATP-N 6.02 -1.31 1.28 -4.49 1.25 

At5g20820 Putative protein 4.78 -1.02 1.24 -1.31 1.35 

At5g33340 CDR1 3.53 -0.37 1.45 -0.91 0.53 

At3g17680 Putative protein 3.39 -0.78 0.98 -1.40 0.84 

At1g33790 Myrosinase binding P. 3.18 -0.63 1.04 -0.62 0.60 

At4g12410 Auxin-induced P. 3.18 -0.95 0.72 -1.46 0.71 

At1g73830 BEE3 3.12 -0.80 0.84 -2.04 0.80 

At5g09970 CYP78A7 3.09 -0.75 0.88 -0.67 0.56 

At3g15370 ATEXPA12 3.09 -0.75 0.87 -0.58 0.57 

At5g15720 GLIP7 3.05 -0.66 0.95 -2.02 0.63 

At3g21510 AHP1 3.03 -0.64 0.96 -1.51 0.72 

At5g63660 LCR74/PDF2.5 3.02 -0.60 1.00 -0.82 0.64 

At3g23150 ETR2 3.01 -0.50 1.09 -1.85 0.61 
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Fig. 6. Box plot analysis of ethylene induced genes in comparisons of tETR1-wt & 

tETR1-H/G2. Ethylene caused induction of the above genes although kinase deficient 

mutants showed some variability in terms of expression. Most importantly there was a 

decrease in the basal level expression (no ethylene) in tETR1-H/G2 line compared to 

the tETR1-wt line. While a decrease in gene expression under ethylene induction 

conditions (plus exogenous ethylene) for these genes was observed in the tETR1-H/G2 

background compared to tETR1-wt. 
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Table 4. Ethylene down-regulated genes. Genes with expression three-fold down-

regulated by 1 µL/L C2H4 in tETR1-wt were identified (Hall et al., 2012) and those 

common to the down-regulated gene set of Alonso et al. (2003) are shown. 

   Normalized expression (log2 

transformed) 

   tETR1-wt tETR1-H/G2 

ATG Number Gene 

Fold 

down -C2H4 +C2H4 -C2H4 +C2H4 

AT4G37410 CYP81F4 5.81 0.91 -1.63 1.65 -1.48 

AT5G15960 KIN2 5.51 0.78 -1.68 2.19 -0.82 

AT5G09530 Periaxin-like P. 5.23 0.28 -2.11 0.22 -1.38 

AT5G13930 CHS 4.83 1.60 -0.67 0.89 -0.64 

AT5G48000 CYP708A2 4.17 1.10 -0.96 0.71 -0.69 

AT4G25780 

Pathogenesis-

related P. 4.10 0.62 -1.42 1.90 -0.43 

AT1G80160 Putative protein 4.01 1.05 -0.96 0.10 0.15 

AT3G29250 Short-chain ADH 3.90 0.59 -1.37 1.09 -0.57 

AT1G66800 Cinnamyl ADH  3.83 0.77 -1.17 1.27 -0.87 

AT5G48010 

Cycloartenol 

synthase 3.48 0.88 -0.92 0.78 -0.67 

AT1G75900 APG-like 3.25 0.05 -1.65 0.82 -0.08 

AT2G38760 ANNEXIN3 3.20 1.01 -0.67 0.66 -0.40 

AT5G41080 Putative protein 3.17 0.62 -1.04 0.74 -0.88 

AT1G29660 Lipase/hydrolase 3.06 0.25 -1.36 0.35 -0.19 
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Fig. 7. Real-time PCR validation of ethylene induced genes. A clear distinction in 

basal gene expression levels for the ethylene-induced genes in both lines for each 

transgene was observed. The  lines with less ETR1 protein expression (tETR1-wt-line 

#1 to tETR1-H/G2-line #1) have less amount of transcript in comparisons to the lines 

with high ETR1 protein expression (tETR1-wt-line #2 to tETR1-H/G2-line #2). Both 

lines in Peral1-like and peroxidase ATP-N, ETR1-H/G2 exhibit a reduction in basal 

gene expression level compared to tETR1-wt. Therefore we observed a reduction in 

expression levels of ethylene-induced genes in the tETR1-H/G2 lines, just under the 

basal expression level (P<0.05). Beta tubulin was used as internal control for the gene 

expression. The data was normalized with wild type control and the graphs represent the 

fold change in the transcript levels in all the samples. Error bars represent the standard 

deviations.  
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Fig. 8. Box plot analysis of ethylene repressed genes in comparison of tETR1-wt & 

tETR1-HG/2. We observed the same basal level in both lines (tETR1-wt and tETR1-

H/G2). Exogenous ethylene caused a totally different pattern and Kinase- inactive 

tETR1-H/GH2 lines did not show much suppression due to ethylene as compared to 

tETR1-wt.  
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Fig. 9. Real-time PCR validation of ethylene repressed genes. Left side of figure 

shows the basal level of genes (- ethylene) as well as expression level (+ ethylene), 

while right side is only showing the expression level of genes. Pathogen related, and 

APG-like exhibited low repression as far as ETR1 protein levels are concerned. CHS 

and Pathogen-related showed a reduction in repression in the kinase-inactive lines 

independent of the ETR1 protein level. KIN2 does not exhibit any difference among the 

kinase-active and inactive lines due to ethylene, but showed a difference in the basal 

levels (without exogenous ethylene), thus higher basal levels of expression in both 

kinase-inactive tETR1-H/G2 lines compared to the tETR1-wt lines (P<0.05). This set of 

genes were ethylene repressed based on our microarray data and (Alonso et al., 

2003).Beta tubulin was used as internal control for the gene expression. The data was 

normalized with wild type control and the graphs represent the fold change in the 

transcript levels in all the samples. Error bars represent the standard deviations.  
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Fig. 10. The expression of Peroxidase ATP 12a and GST-14 from microarray results 

was not validated by real-time PCR. Our microarray data showed the high basal level of 

peroxidase ATP 12a and GST-14 genes (P<0.05) in kinase deficient lines i.e.tETR1-

H/G2-line #2. To test if the microarray set with high basal levels will show the same 

effect in the second set of kinase deficient line. We examined two additional lines i.e. 

tETR1-wt-line #1 to tETR1-H/G2-line #1 by real-time PCR and could not validate the 

microarray data of these genes. 
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Fig.11. Ethylene repressed genes DIN1 (dark inducible 1) and TIR 

(TOLL/interleukin 1 receptor-like) analyzed on preliminary basis. Left side of 

figure shows the basal level of genes (- ethylene) as well as expression level (+ 

ethylene) while right side is only highlighting the expression level of genes. In both 

cases we observed less basal expression levels in kinase-deficient lines as compared to 

tETR1-wt.  tETR1-wt #1 is showing less basal expression of ETR1 protein as compared 

to tETR1-wt #2. Kinase deficient lines show a more suppression due to ethylene as 

compared to tETR1-wt (P<0.05) because ETR1 is negative regulator of ethylene. So we 

don’t see consistency when we compare one set of genes i.e. tETR1-wt#1 and tETR1-

H/G2#1 to tETR1-wt#2 and tETR1-H/G2#2. 
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Fig.12. Ethylene suppressed genes AIR1 (Auxin induced in air culture 1) and ESP 

(Epithiospecifier protein). Left side of figure shows the basal level of genes (- 

ethylene) as well as expression level (+ ethylene) while right side is only highlighting 

the expression level of genes in the presence of ethylene. We examined two additional 

lines i.e. tETR1-wt#1 and tETR1-H/G2#1 to validate the microarray results by RT-

qPCR, but couldn’t see any reproducible effect when examined in independent lines. 

AIR1 was more repressed in kinase-deficient lines as compared to ESP (P<0.05). 

Similarly the basal level was also inconsistent among tETR1-H/G2#1 and 2 lines. 
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Fig.13. MLP 34 (MLP-like) gene with similar basal level in both lines on 

microarray. Left side of figure shows the basal level of genes (- ethylene) as well as 

expression level (+ ethylene) while right side is only highlighting the expression level of 

genes. Kinase active and inactive lines didn’t show similar basal level in both set of 

lines, tETR1-H/GH2 #2, showed a very high basal level. The overall kinase-inactive 

lines showed more suppression due to ethylene (P<0.05), but level of suppression is not 

correlated to the basal level in kinase-inactive lines. 
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Fig. 14. Box plot analysis of ethylene induced genes in Type-B mutant (arr2, 10,12),  

ethylene pathway mutant (ein3/eil1) and in wild-type in presence (+) and absence (-

) of ethylene. Box plot analysis revealed that arr2,10,12 mutant affects the basal level 

expression of some genes. Figure adopted from Mason et al., 2005. 
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Fig. 15. Effect of ethylene (1uL/L) upon arr2, 10,12 and ein3/eil1 in mediating 

ethylene pathway. Wild type seedlings were taken as control and we used a cytokinin 

insensitive mutant (arr2,10,12) and an ethylene insensitive mutant (ein3/eil1) to check 

the effect of ethylene on the expression of  ERF1, PORB, ACO, ARGOS, ETR2 and 

OSR1. Wild type and mutant seedlings were treated with 10µL/L ethylene for 24 hours. 

This data shows that in PORB and ERF1 wild type gene shows higher basal level 

(P<0.05) as compared to arr2,10,12 and ein3/eil1. Moreover it was found that both 

ERF1 and PORB requireboth Type B and ein3/eil1 while the rest of the genes require 

only ein3/eil1. 
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Fig. 16. Effect of ethylene (10uL/L) upon arr2,10,12 and ein3/eil1 in mediating 

ethylene pathway.Wild-type seedlings were taken as control and we used a cytokinin 

insensitive mutant (arr2,10,12) and an ethylene insensitive mutant (ein3/eil1) to check 

the effect of ethylene on the expression of  ERF1, PORB, ACO, ARGOS, ETR2 and 

OSR1. Wild type and mutant seedlings were treated with 10µL/L ethylene for 24 hours. 

This data shows that  wild type gene shows higher basal level in PORB and 

ERF1(P<0.05) and both require both Type B and ein3/eil1 while rest of the genes 

require only ein3/eil1to mediate ethylene signaling. 
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Part (B) Transcriptional and post-transcriptional regulation of 

ethylene-receptor/CTR1 protein complexes 

The gaseous hormone ethylene regulates many physiological functions in plants. 

The ethylene pathway is mediated by ethylene receptors and downstream signaling 

components. Immediately downstream of the receptors is CTR1, a Map-like kinase that 

physically associates with ethylene receptors and represses the ethylene response. CTR1 

interaction with ethylene receptors plays a major role in CTR1 localization of CTR1 to 

ER and downstream signaling (Qu et al., 2007). So translational or post-translational 

regulation may play a role in membrane associated CTR1 turn over. More over time 

course analysis of CTR1 in various ethylene pathway mutants revealed that there might 

be an EIN2 independent pathway going on which mediates the pathway. Another 

downstream mutant ein3/eil1 seemed to block CTR1 in presence of ethylene.  

The first part of this study describes the ethylene mediated receptor turn over 

and how this affects CTR1 protein levels. For these studies, we used tagged versions of 

the receptors, which had a Myc-tag at their C-terminal end. The other part describes 

CTR1 time course analysis in ethylene pathway mutants. For that ethylene pathway 

mutants etr1-1, ctr1-4, ein2-1 and ein3/eil1 are used in comparisons to wild type 

controls. 

1.17 CTR1 Protein Levels are Dependent upon Ethylene 

CTR1 is a Raf like kinase which acts downstream to ethylene receptors in 

ethylene pathways. It acts as a negative regulator of ethylene mediated pathway. To 

determine the effect of different ethylene concentrations on the CTR1 protein levels in 

Arabidopsis seedlings, we treated four days old, dark grown wild type (Columbia) 

seedlings with different concentrations of ethylene at 22°C for four hours. We analysed 

dose dependent response of CTR1 protein expression after exposure of various ethylene 

concentrations including 0.01ppm, 0.1ppm, 1ppm, 10ppm, 100ppm and 1000ppm (Fig. 

17). Wild type control seedlings of Arabidopsis (0ppm) were kept in separate chambers 

under the same experimental conditions except, hydrocarbon free air was passed 

through it to remove any traces of endogenous ethylene production by seedlings. 

Moreover, AVG was added to all the MS media plates to inhibit the endogenous 

ethylene production in plates by young seedlings. A gradual increase in CTR1 protein 

level was observed in 0.01ppm to 1ppm ethylene treated seedlings, followed by gradual 

degradation of CTR1 at higher ethylene concentrations. No change in the expression of 
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internal control Bip protein was observed as expected under the same treatments. Bip is 

a resident protein of ER whose expression remains constant under different treatment 

conditions in the same tissue, so can be used as an internal control or loading controls 

for comparisons of differentially expressed genes. Analysis of CTR1 transcript levels 

showed an approximately two-fold increase in expression as a result of ethylene 

treatment, but which did not decrease at higher ethylene concentrations (unpublished 

data; Muneeza Iqbal). These data therefore indicate that higher ethylene concentrations 

result in a post-transcriptional decrease in CTR1 protein levels at the membrane. 

1.18 Ethylene Perception by Receptors Initiates Ethylene-Mediated Turnover of 

CTR1. 

Previous data indicates that CTR1 interacts with ETR1 and potentially with 

other members of the ethylene receptor family (Gao et al., 2003). Furthermore ethylene 

can induce receptor turnover based on analysis of ETR2 from Arabidopsis as well as 

several members of the tomato ethylene receptor family (Chen et al., 2007). If 

membrane localization of CTR1 is mediated by interactions between CTR1 and the 

ethylene receptors, then elimination of ethylene receptors should result in low level of 

CTR1 proteins associated with the membranes. To check the ligand mediated turnover 

of the ethylene receptors from receptor-CTR1 complex, we used Myc tagged versions 

of ethylene receptors (EIN4, ERS1 and ERS2) having a Myc tag fused to the C-

terminus of each ethylene receptor. DNA constructs encoding the Myc-tagged ethylene 

receptors were transformed into the CTR1-MT line to analyze interactions with CTR1 

(Abeles et al., 1992) to analyze the CTR1 and receptor turnover simultaneously. While 

for ETR1 and ETR2, we used wild type proteins and probed with specific antibodies 

against CTR1, ETR1 and ETR2 to check the respective turnover.  

We analyzed receptor turnover at transcript and protein levels after ethylene 

treatment at 0ppm, 1ppm and 100ppm for 4 hr and 24 hr (Fig. 18 & 19 respectively). In 

both time periods of treatments, we observed maximum expression of all ethylene 

receptor proteins at 1ppm of ethylene followed by degradation at 100ppm in 

comparisons to loading control as previously observed in the case of ETR2 (Gao et al., 

2003). While at transcript levels, we observed an induction with increase in ethylene 

concentration in almost all receptors except EIN4 which has already been known as  

transcriptionally insensitive to ethylene (Fig. 17 & 18). This data demonstrates that 

ethylene regulates the receptor turnover at posttranscriptional levels differentially in 
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Arabidopsis. We also examined the CTR1 level at 0, 1 and 100ppm in myc-tagged 

receptor versions, both at protein and transcript levels. At protein level we observed an 

induction of CTR1 at 1ppm ethylene followed by degradation at 100ppm in case of both 

4 hr and 24 hr ethylene treatments. Transcriptionally there was some induction at 1ppm 

followed by increase in CTR1 level after 4 hour but degradation of transcript was 

observed in samples treated with 100ppm ethylene for 24 hour (Fig. 18 & 19). 

1.19 Effect of Ethylene-Pathway Mutants on CTR1 Expression 

Above data provides us the valuable information about the role of ethylene 

mediated receptors and CTR1 turnover. We observed that CTR1 also shows ethylene 

mediated turnover similar to ethylene receptors. Though ethylene signaling pathway is 

well characterize in Arabidopsis and we know the importance of ethylene receptors and 

other downstream genes including, CTR1, EIN2 and EIN3 (a transcription family) in 

ethylene signaling. But there are certain gaps in our understanding of ethylene pathway, 

especially how EIN2 interacts with CTR1 and how EIN2 activates the downstream 

signaling transcription factors. In order to explore these interactions, we selected 

different key ethylene mutants from ethylene pathway like, etr1-1, ctr1-4, ein2-1 and 

ein3/eil1. The selection of these mutants was based on following reasons.  

1) Because etr1-1 is ethylene insensitive mutant due to some missense mutation in 

predicted ethylene-binding sites of the receptor.  

2) ctr1-4, which is a RAF-like kinase CTR1, exhibits the kinase deficient characteristics 

and shows constitutive expression even in the presence of ethylene.  

3) While, ein2-1 is a metal transporter and is a positive regulator of ethylene signaling 

cascade.  

4) And ein3/eil1 is also positive regulator of ethylene signaling cascade. 

Initially, we checked phenotype of all the mutant lines at 0 and 1ppm ethylene followed 

by transcriptional and posttranscriptional analysis of CTR1 in al mutant lines at various 

time points. 
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1.20 Phenotype of Mutant lines (etr1-1, ctr1-4, ein2-1, ein3/eil1 and Wild-type 

Seedlings with/without Ethylene (1µl/L) in Arabidopsis 

First of all, we examined phenotypes of all above mentioned mutants (etr1-1, 

ctr1-4, ein2-1, ein3/eil1 and wild-type seedlings with/without Ethylene (1µl/L) to 

investigate the role of CTR1 in ethylene pathway and its possible interactions with the 

other components of ethylene pathway (Fig. 20). Wild type seedlings showed triplet 

ethylene response phenotype while etr1-1which is an ethylene receptor ETR1 mutant 

remained insensitive. While ctr1-4 is a Raf-like kinase CTR1 mutant and exhibited 

severe ethylene response which is characterized by inhibition of root and hypocotyl 

elongation, an exaggerated apical hook, and a thickened hypocotyl response and ein2-1 

mutant, which is a LOF mutant, is insensitive to ethylene and showed no effect upon 

phenotype due to ethylene. Another LOF mutant, ein3/eil1 is insensitive to ethylene 

showed partial ethylene response because of the fact that it is not a null mutant. Though 

ein3/eil1 showed some sensitivity to ethylene, may be due to EIL2 which is still active 

there, so we expect to see some response in the presence of ethylene. Phenotypes of all 

mutants were similar to the phenotypes of wild type plants as they are insensitive to 

ethylene’ while ctr1-4 showed a constitutive response phenotype. 

1.21 Time Course Analysis of CTR1 at Transcriptional and Post Transcriptional 

levels 

To determine the effect of time course of ethylene on the CTR1 protein and 

transcript levels in Arabidopsis seedlings, we treated wild type and different ethylene 

pathway mutants including etr1-1, ctr1-4, ein2-1 and ein3/eil1 with 1ppm ethylene for 

0, 1hr, 4hr, 24 hr and constant ethylene (4 days). ctr1-2 (a null mutant) was taken as 

negative control. Wild type control seedlings of Arabidopsis (0ppm) were kept in 

separate chamber under the same experimental conditions, except hydrocarbon free air 

was passed through it to remove any traces of endogenous ethylene production by 

seedlings. Moreover, AVG was added to all the MS media plates to inhibit the 

endogenous ethylene production in plates by young seedlings (Fig. 21A).  

1.21.1 Analysis of CTR1 Protein Levels in a Time-Course 

We used CTR1 antibody to check the protein expression patterns for these time 

course analysis. A wild type constant ethylene treated sample was run at the end of each 

ethylene treated constant sample of mutants for the comparisons of the CTR1 protein 

expression level of both mutants and wild type under constant ethylene treatment.  In 
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case of wild type seedlings, we observed a gradual increase in CTR1 protein levels with 

increased ethylene exposure, maximum CTR1 levels were observed after constant 

ethylene treatments (Fig. 21A). No change in the basal level expression of CTR1 was 

observed in the case of etr1-1 and ctr1-4 seedlings when exposed to ethylene for 

different time points. Interestingly ein2-1 showed slightly increased expression of CTR1 

protein after 1 hr and 4 hr ethylene treatment followed by a reduction back to basal 

levels at later time points (Fig. 21A). This suggests that the presence of an independent 

ethylene signaling pathway of EIN2, though EIN2 is a positive regulator of ethylene 

signaling cascade. On the other hand we couldn’t see any difference among constant 

ethylene treated wild type samples and mutants. 

1.21.2 Transcriptional Analysis of CTR1 

To check the effect of ethylene CTR1 transcript levels in different mutant lines 

in comparisons to the wild type, we performed a RT-qPCR on wild type, etr1-1, ctr1-4, 

ein2-1 and ein3/eil1. All of them were treated with 1 µL/L ethylene for 0 and 4hr. β-

tubulin gene was used as internal control gene for relative expression analysis. Wild 

type seedlings were taken as control. Wild type seedlings showed an increase in CTR1 

transcript levels with ethylene treatment as expected. etr1-1 mutants showed a decrease 

in basal level of CTR1 in comparisons to non-treated wild type seedlings and most 

importantly no difference in the expression levels of CTR1 transcript was observed in 

etr1-1 mutant with presence of ethylene because CTR1 physically associates with 

ethylene receptors and with mutations in receptors the CTR1 does not remains in ER.  

On the other hand, ctr1-4 showed higher basal level of CTR1 transcript 

compared to the wild type with no obvious change in the transcript levels of CTR1 

observed in ctr1-4 seedlings treated in the presence or absence of ethylene, because still 

CTR1 is present in ctr1-4 mutants (Fig. 21B). Similarly ein2-1 showed reduction in 

basal levels of CTR1 expression compared to the wild type and more than two fold 

increase in the CTR1 expression was observed in the presence of ethylene in 

comparison to non-treated mutant (Fig. 21B). This can be related to our ein2-1protein 

data and it shows that more and more CTR1 is produce at transcript level which is then 

used up in making CTR1 protein later on. In case of ein3/eil1 the basal level of CTR1 

transcript expression was observed in the presence or absence of ethylene. While at 

posttranscriptional levels, ein3/eil1 showed gradual increase in CTR1 levels. This data 
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leads to the assumption that the regulation of CTR1 is carried out at posttranscriptional 

level.  

1.22 Time-Course of CTR1 Transcript in wild-Type and ein3/eil1 Mutant 

Seedlings in Arabidopsis 

To get more in-depth knowledge about the role of ein3/eil1 and CTR1 

interaction in ethylene signaling time course transcriptional analysis of CTR1 was done 

in wild type and ein3/eil1 after 0, 1, 4, 24hr and constant ethylene (1µL/L) treatment. In 

wild type, CTR1 transcript expression was increased at 4 hr followed by decrease at 

longer exposure to ethylene e.g., 24hr and constant ethylene treatment (Fig. 21C). No 

change in the CTR1 transcript was observed in ein3/eil1 mutant in presence or absence 

of ethylene (Fig. 21D). This shows the transcriptionally independent increase in the 

CTR1 protein levels at the membrane in response to ethylene treatments since ein3/eil1 

blocks much of the ethylene transcriptional response. 

Conclusively, our findings suggest the role of posttranslational modifications in 

CTR1 interactions with ethylene receptors. Ethylene treatment (100 uL/L ethylene) 

leads to post-transcriptional decrease in the CTR1 protein. CTR1 protein accumulation 

in response to 1 uL/L ethylene is abolished in the etr1-1 mutant. While other mutant 

analysis exhibited that there might be an EIN2 independent pathway going on which 

mediates the ethylene pathway although ein2-1 in an ethylene insensitive mutant. 
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Fig. 17. Dose dependent response of CTR1 protein expression upon ethylene 

treatment.  Ethylene was given for four hours with air, 0.01, 0.1 1 10,100 100uL/L 

ethylene in dark. Ctr1-2 was taken as negative control. CTR1 showed a gradual increase 

in protein level in response to ethylene, reaching a maximum level at 1ppm followed by 

decrease at higher ethylene concentrations. Bip antibody was used as a loading control 

with no change in Bip protein expression regardless of given ethylene treatment. 
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Fig. 18. Post-transcriptional decrease in CTR1 and ethylene-receptor protein levels 

in response to 4 hour treatment with 1 and 100 uL/L ethylene. Dark-grown 

seedlings containing tagged versions of CTR1 (CTR1-MT) and ethylene receptors 

(ERS1-Myc, ERS2-Myc, and EIN4-Myc) were treated for 4 hr with 0, 1, or 100 uL/L 

ethylene. Protein and RNA levels in tagged versions of receptors were also examined. 

All receptors showed post-transcriptional decrease in the protein levels (P<0.05) when 

treated with 100 uL/L ethylene. Both 4-hr and 24-hr data support the post-

transcriptional decrease in expression levels of the ethylene receptors and CTR1 in 

response to high ethylene concentrations. Based on our previous analysis of ligand-

induced degradation of ETR2 receptors, this data is consistent with general effects of 

ethylene receptors or ethylene receptor complex turn over. 
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Fig. 19. Post-transcriptional decrease in CTR1 and ethylene-receptor protein levels 

in response to 24 hr treatment with 1 and 100 uL/L ethylene. Tagged versions of 

CTR1 (CTR1-MT) and ethylene receptors (ERS1-Myc, ERS2-Myc, and EIN4-Myc) 

were treated for 24 hr with 0, 1, or 100 uL/L ethylene and protein and RNA levels for 

the tagged versions were determined. All receptors showed post-transcriptional decrease 

(P<0.05) in the protein levels at 100 uL/L ethylene. Both, 4-hr and 24-hr data supports a 

post-transcriptional decrease in levels of the ethylene receptors and CTR1 in response to 

high ethylene concentrations. 
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Fig. 20. Phenotypes of wild-type Arabidopsis etiolated seedlings and key mutants 

of ethylene pathway grown in dark in response to plus minus ethylene treatment. 

Wild type was taken as control. All seedlings were treated with 1uL/L ethylene for 4 

days in dark to see the pattern of growth of all seedlings under ethylene treatment. 
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Fig. 21. Ethylene mediated transcriptional and posttranscriptional regulation of 

CTR1 in ethylene pathway mutants. A. Time dependence of CTR1 expression upon 

ethylene in different Arabidopsis mutants. All seedlings were grown in dark and treated 

with ethylene (1uL/L) at 0, 1, 4, 24hr and constant (4 days). Wt constant sample was 

compared with constant treated samples of all other lines. In Wt CTR1 protein exhibited 

induction with increase in ethylene concentration, etr1-1 remains unchanged, ctr1-4 was 

constitutively expressed but ein2-1 showed a slight expression followed by degradation. 

While ein3/eil1 was highly expressed with gradual increase in ethylene. B. CTR1 

transcript analysis of different mutants in presence and absence of ethylene. All 

seedlings were grown in dark and treated with ethylene (1uL/L) at 0 and 4hr. C & D. 

Role of ein3/eil1 in suppressing CTR1 expression. Wild type and ein3/eil1 seedlings 

were grown in dark for four days and treated with ethylene (1uL/L) for 0, 1, 4, 24hr and 

constant (4 days). In wild type CTR1 was induced two folds at 4 hr ethylene treatment 

(P<0.05) followed by degradation at increased exposure to ethylene, while no change in 

the CTR1 expression in ein3/eil1 suggests blocking CTR1 expression. Beta tubulin was 

used as internal control for the normalisation in all RT-qPCR reactions. 
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DISCUSSION 

Part A 

Ethylene hormone plays a significant role in regulation of stress responses and 

adaptations at several developmental levels. Ethylene has various roles in fruit ripening, 

leaf abscission and determination of sex (Kieber et al., 1993, Huang et al., 2003). In 

Arabidopsis ethylene signals works through five receptors and these receptors play a 

significant role in ethylene signal transduction which include (1) the suppression of  

ethylene responses in the nonexistence of ethylene (in air), and (2) to establish ethylene 

responses in the existence of ethylene. Whole signaling cascade is carried out by 

ethylene receptors in transduction with CTR1, a Raf-like kinase localizes to ER, the 

same place in subcellular membrane where ethylene receptor ETR1 is localized (Hua 

and Meyerowitz 1998, Qu et al., 2007). It is well established that CTR1 suppresses the 

ethylene perception by negative regulation of pathway and loss-of-function mutations in 

CTR1 result in a constitutive ethylene response phenotype (Gao et al., 2003, Qu et al., 

2007). In the same way, higher-order loss-of-function mutations in the ethylene 

receptors also resulted in a constitutive ethylene-response phenotype (Hua et al., 1995) 

actually due to the loss of CTR1 from the ER membrane, where ethylene-

receptor/CTR1 complex reside (Hua and Meyerowitz 1998). Therefore, the basic 

function of ethylene receptors in air (no ethylene) is to maintain the kinase activity and 

the accurate localization of CTR1 for its correct CTR1, which results in the suppression 

of the ethylene response since we know its role as a negative regulator of ethylene 

signaling. So upon ethylene binding, receptors exhibited reduction in kinase activity of 

CTR1 through transmitting the signal information, which can either be enzymatic or 

conformational and eventually ethylene response is achieved. 

A characteristic feature of the subfamily-1 ethylene receptors is the conserved 

His-kinase domain, (Zhao et al., 2002, Wang et al., 2003). Resolution of this question 

optimally required a genetic background that eliminates the endogenous His-kinase 

activity of ETR1 and ERS1 and was initially addressed after the isolation of null etr1 

alleles (Wang et al., 2003) and the T-DNA insertion allele ers1-2 (Xie et al., 2006, Qu 

et al., 2007). The constitutive ethylene-response phenotype of etr1-7;ers1-2 double 

mutant was rescued by subfamily-1 receptors but not by subfamily-2 receptors, 

indicating that a subfamily-1-specific feature was required for functional 

complementation, potentially His-kinase activity. However, a kinase-inactive version of 
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ETR1 also rescued the mutant phenotype, indicating that canonical His kinase activity 

was not required for signaling (Lin et al., 2009). This might have been the end of the 

story, but isolation of a new T-DNA insertion allele of ERS1 (ers1-3), coupled with 

molecular and genetic analyses, indicated that the ers1-2 allele is not a complete null 

(Qu et al., 2007). Thus, the etr1-7; ers1-2 background used by Wang et al. (2003) 

contains residual activity from ERS1, and the degree to which the His-kinase activity 

contributes to the signal output of the ethylene receptors could not be fully ascertained, 

prompting models for how His-kinase activity might function in concert with CTR1 to 

mediate signaling (Gao et al., 2003). To resolve the role of His-kinase activity in 

ethylene signaling, double mutant etr1-9;ers1-3 were used, which is null for both 

subfamily-1 ethylene receptors. 

A key conclusion from this study is that histidine-kinase activity is not required 

for ethylene signaling by the receptors, either for suppressing ethylene responses in air 

(absence of ethylene) or for establishing the ethylene responses upon ethylene binding. 

The etr1-9;ers1-3double mutant demonstrated considerably decreased levels of 

membrane-associated CTR1, because of already established physical interaction of 

subfamily-1 receptors with CTR1 (Cancel and Larsen 2002, Gao et al., 2003). Analysis 

in yeast model system revealed that the binding of CTR1 In wild type as well as kinas 

deficient version of ETR1that both wild-type and kinase-inactive versions of ETR1 are 

able of binding to CTR1, based on analysis in a yeast model system (Pan et al., 1993,  

Yang and Inouye 1993, Posas et al., 1996). Our study endorsed this information by 

immunoblot expression of all the transgenic lines. So we found that double mutant 

phenotype was rescued not only by wild-type gene but also kinase-deficient lines also 

rescued the mutant phenotype. This fact establishes that CTR1 reforms the signaling 

complex with the receptors, and in air CTR1 being a negative regulator in ethylene 

signaling suppresses the constitutive ethylene-response phenotype of the etr1-9;ers1-

3double mutant. Notably, analysis of phenotypic and genetic expression analysis 

revealed that kinase-deficient versions of ETR1 are able to induce ethylene. It suggests 

that may be there is another mechanism for signaling that ETR1 carries to regulate the 

kinase activity of CTR1, which lies outside the pathway of kinase activity. It has been 

established before that the CTR1 physically interacts with ethylene receptors (Urao et 

al., 2000, Scharein et al., 2008). It suggests that some conformational changes are 

responsible for regulation of this interaction, which are thought to be transmitted from 

ethylene receptors to CTR1. 
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Though the requirement of histidine-kinase is not completely compulsory for 

signaling by ETR1, still our study shows that this enzymatic activity modulates 

signaling to some extent. We found Kinase-inactive ETR1 being less efficient in 

establishing an ethylene response as compared to wild-type ETR1. Usually when we try 

to study at genetic level mainly relation to site directed mutations, we relate phenotypic 

characteristics to the site-directed mutations, for what we are looking for or due to an 

unplanned side effect. So in order to reduce this prospect, we introduced relatively 

conserved changes in the amino acids, based on work with bacterial and fungal two-

component signaling elements (Hass et al., 2004, Mason et al., 2005). In addition, we 

used these three mutant versions of ETR1 because these mutations share a mechanistic 

function in a His-Asp phosphorelay. Particularly, we found that the ETR1-G2 shows 

reduced sensitivity to ethylene like in the ETR1-H/G2 mutant signifying that His353 

and the G2 box. Moreover, interestingly we didn’t find the role of Asp mutation, which 

is consistent with its role in downstream pathway dependent upon the histidine-kinase 

activity of ETR1. 

There are two possibilities, which may not be equally discriminating, could 

explain the modulating role of phosphorylation in ethylene signal transduction. First, 

that either ETR1 could involve downstream phosphotransfer proteins (AHPs) and 

response regulators (ARRs); to transmit a signal through a multistep phosphorelay. This 

alternative and secondary pathway could complement output from the primary CTR1-

dependent pathway. It can be suggested as an alternative ethylene signal transduction 

pathway and the evidence that supports is that the ethylene receptors show interaction 

with AHP (Larsen and Chang 2001, Hall and Bleecker 2003), and that the ethylene 

signaling is modulated by response regulator ARR2 (Cancel and Larsen 2002, Gao et 

al., 2003, Zhong et al., 2008) and CTR1 mutants still exhibit a residual ethylene 

response (Gao et al., 2003). To validate this possibility we tested some ethylene induced 

genes in arr triple mutant arr2,10,12 and ein3/eil1 mutant. Interestingly we found that 

some of the genes were potentially dependent upon ARR transcription factors. Some of 

them required EIN3/EIL1 mediated pathway and some of the genes were dependent 

upon both transcription factor thus emphasizing the role of these Type-B mutants. 

Another possibility that endorses the role of ETR1 phosphorylation in ethylene signal 

transduction is that there are certain components of ethylene pathway which are very 

well established and hence play a pivotal role in signaling cascade, a possibility 

dependable with the fact that affects the transcription regulation of ethylene-regulated 
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genes in the kinase-deficient mutant. Usually phosphorylation is defined as a commonly 

used mechanism which brings about the phenomenal changes in proteins as well as 

other cellular processes. And proteins either get on or off. It modifies the interactions 

between proteins, and causes the conformational information to pass from ETR1 to Raf 

like kinase CTR1. It is quite consistent with a fact that there is association  between 

histidine-kinase and receiver domains of the ethylene receptors with Raf like kinase 

CTR1 (Gao et al., 2003, Qu et al., 2007). Data revealed the ability of kinase-inactive 

ETR1being more effective at repressing the ethylene response compared to wild-type 

ETR1. So this model suggests that autophosphorylation of ETR1 would potentially act 

as a site for CTR1inactvation. It is because CTR1 is more functional in kinase-inactive 

lines and hence it becomes harder to elicit an ethylene response as it is possible in 

kinase active lines.  

We checked CTR1 protein levels in all transgenic lines i.e. tETR1-wt #1 & 2, 

tETR1-HG/2 #1&2) with and without ethylene to observe the role of CTR1 in ethylene 

signaling because CTR1 physically associates with ethylene receptors. Interestingly, we 

found reduction in CTR1protein level in kinase-inactive ETR1 lines compared to the 

wild-type ETR1 lines, although we found these lines to be more successful at repressing 

the ethylene response. We can relate the decreased CTR1 levels in the kinase-inactive 

lines to reduced ethylene responsiveness, because it is known that the ethylene 

responses also leads to induction of the augmented levels of membrane-associated 

CTR1  (Grefen  et al., 2008, Bisson and Groth 2010). Alternatively, the reduced CTR1 

levels may reflect part of a feedback mechanism to modulate output from the receptors, 

we having observed that CTR1 levels do not always directly correlate with the total 

receptor levels, actually increasing in the etr1-7 and etr1-9 null mutants (Gao et al., 

2003, Qu et al., 2007). 

There are many other components of ethylene signaling pathway that modulate 

the ethylene signaling cascade to a significant extent in association of ethylene 

receptors. These elements are located downstream of this signaling cascade like EIN2, a 

positive regulator of this whole signaling pathway, a modulator which also physically 

associate with ETR1 Just like CTR1 (Gao et al., 2003, Grefen  et al., 2008, Bisson and 

Groth 2010). So it can be strongly assumed that their activities could have potentially 

modified through interactions with phospho-ETR1. Based on in vitro analysis, it is 

proposed that ETR1 phosphorylation may lessen its affinity for EIN2. It supports the 

possibility the histidine-phosphorylation may play its role in modulating interactions 
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among the components of the ethylene-receptor signaling complex (Bisson et al., 2009). 

Our study is quite consistent with the simplest mechanistic model, which elaborates the 

role of phosphorylation in modulating ethylene response by stimulating histidine-kinase 

activity. In detail it emphasized the role of autophosphorylation in establishing an 

ethylene response, means that ethylene stimulates the histidine-kinase activity and 

autophosphorylation of ETR1. Thus the kinase-inactive ETR1would be less likely to be 

responsible for initiating an ethylene response, causing less sensitivity to ethylene in our 

growth response assays. Similarly, we also found kinase-inactive ETR1 less effective to 

regulate gene expression in response to ethylene, mainly when measured on a per 

protein basis with wild-type ETR1.  

In some cases, ethylene effected the gene expression at such a strong level that 

the kinase-deficient ETR1 lines showed difference from the wild-type ETR1 lines, 

despite of the ETR1 protein level. We found this effect to be most obvious in terms of 

examining basal expression levels of ethylene-induced genes, which were constantly 

found lower in the kinase-inactive ETR1 lines. Basal expression represents mainly the 

endogenous ethylene level, without any ethylene treatment but still there is some chance 

that seedlings may produce endogenous ethylene even in the existence of AVG an 

ethylene biosynthesis inhibitor is incorporated into the growth media (Sanders et 

al.,1991). So such a low level of ethylene seems to be enough to provoke expression of 

the genes in the wild-type ETR1 lines to greater levels as compared to kinase-inactive 

ETR1 lines.  

Previous genetic analysis also endorses the role of phosphorylation in 

establishing an ethylene response, in which phenotypes of kinase-inactive forms of 

ETR1 were only observed following ethylene action (Qu and Schaller 2004, Binder et 

al., 2004b). Contrary to this, we cannot suggest this model for the ethylene regulation of 

kinase activity to be consistent with in vitro analysis of a bacterially expressed version 

of ETR1, in which ethylene is reported to suppress autophosphorylation of the receptor 

(Voet-van-vormizeele and Groth 2008).  

Another model explaining role of phosphorylation in making ethylene response 

possible can be suggested if we consider that ethylene causes the repression of ETR1 

kinase activity, it could be suggestive that possibly phospho-dependent signaling causes 

the induction of a positive regulator of ethylene response in absence of ethylene and this 

positive regulator persists as long as there is ethylene response in plants having ETR1 

kinase activity. However, it is not certain how well the in-vitro bacterially based system 
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mimics native ETR1, as preparation of the recombinant protein involved de-naturation 

and re-naturation (Voet-van-vormizeele and Groth 2008), potentially separating or 

perturbing the dimeric structure is necessary for signal perception (Schaller et al. 1995, 

Rodriguez et al. 1999). The apparent inconsistency between the genetic and in-vitro 

results suggests that it will be important to biochemically analyze the kinase activity of 

ETR1 using systems that more closely emulate signaling in plants. 

Part B 

Our results of this part demonstrate dynamic regulation of signaling complex 

involving the ethylene receptors and CTR1, this dynamic regulation arising from the 

interplay of three factors.  

1. Ligand-dependant induction of new receptors. 

2. Ligand-dependant turnover of receptors. 

3. Ethylene mediated transcriptional & posttranscriptional regulation of CTR1. 

Below we consider each of these factors and how they fit into an overall model for 

regulation of ethylene receptor/CTR1 signaling complexes. 

Protein-protein interactions are main events that carry out the process of signal 

transduction. Therefore, receptors are commonly found in protein complexes with their 

other signaling partners. Raf-like kinase CTR1 is a key part of signaling complex with 

ethylene receptor in plants (Gao et al., 2003, Schaller et al., 2008). The five receptor 

family of gaseous hormone ethylene mainly works downstream through a raf like kinase 

CTR1 which is be physically associated with ethylene receptors suggested by affinity 

purification analysis of TAP-tagged CTR1 resulted in co-purification of ethylene 

receptors. Ethylene receptors cannot accomplish this process without CTR1 (Cancel and 

Larsen 2002, Gao et al., 2003). Biochemical analysis demonstrate that CTR1 and ETR1 

localize in same protein complex, however many evidences indicate that ETR1 and 

CTR1 directly interact with each other. Another evidence of direct interaction of CTR1 

and ETR1 was provided by Yeast two-hybrid system and in vitro binding assay on 

proteins expressed and purified from E.coli (Schaller and Bleecker 1995). Moreover 

CTR1 and ETR1 interaction was illustrated by GST fusion of ETR1 using an affinity 

purification after co-expressed in Yeast (Hua and Meyerowitz 1998). So this kind of 

information suggests the physical interaction of CTR1 and ETR1 and that histidine-

kinase domain plays a pivotal role in this interaction and there is no need for the 

enzymatic activity of ETR1 to carry out this interaction. when we take other receptors 
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into the account we come to know that CTR1 shows a strong interaction with ERS1 than 

ETR2 (Bisson et al., 2009). 

 A former PhD scholar, Gao from Schaller’s lab confirmed the CTR1 interaction 

not only with the members of subfamily-1 but also with subfamily-2. He used Myc-

tagged versions of ethylene receptors and CTR1-MT to do pull down assays. So we 

used the same Myc-tagged ethylene receptors to see ethylene mediated receptor 

turnover. All of ethylene receptors are induced by ethylene. The levels of membrane-

associated CTR1 vary in response to ethylene, doing so in a post-transcriptional manner 

that correlates with the ligand-mediated changes in levels of the ethylene receptors. One 

factor influencing receptor levels is ligand-mediated induction, the receptors 

ERS1,ETR2, and ERS1 being transcriptionally induced in response to ethylene, the 

receptor EIN4 exhibiting a post-transcriptional increase in response to ethylene. The 

second and opposing factor influencing receptor levels is ligand-mediated turnover. We 

previously identified ETR2 as being a target for ligand-induced degradation through a 

proteasome dependent pathway (Chen et al., 2007).Here we demonstrate that ERS1, 

ERS2, and EIN4 also turnover with a similar sensitivity to ethylene, suggesting that the 

same proteasome-dependent mechanism targeting ETR2 also regulates levels of these 

other receptors. Ligand-induced turnover is also exhibited by tomato ethylene receptors 

(Kevany et al., 2007), suggesting that this is a common regulatory mechanism for 

ethylene signaling in plants. We examined receptor turn over both at 4 hr and 24 hr 

ethylene treatment and found a strong receptor induction at 1ppm followed by 

degradation at 100ppm. This induction was more robust at 24 hr as compared to 4 hr 

ethylene treatment. This mechanism can be regulated either at translational or 

posttranslational level. We also examined the transcript level of all of Myc-tagged 

receptors and found that there was no change at transcript level at 0 and 100ppm 

ethylene treatment. There was an insignificant difference at transcript level between 

basal line and with ethylene treatment. So we can suggest that CTR1 and receptor 

regulation is regulated at translational level which is independent of ethylene receptors 

and CTR1 regulation at transcriptional level. Since we used the Myc-tagged receptor 

version with TAP-tagged CTR1 at their c-terminal, we were able to see whether CTR1 

was induced or repressed. We found induction of CTR1 like ethylene receptors at 1ppm 

followed by degradation at 100ppm.ETR1did not exhibit the same degree of ligand-

dependent turnover as the other members of the receptor family, owed in part to its 

physical interaction with CTR1. ETR1 has a higher affinity for CTR1 than either 
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ERS1or ETR2 based on two-hybrid analysis (Cancel and Larsen 2002), which may 

explain the difference among family members. The protective effect of CTR1 against 

degradation suggests that the site regulating receptor turnover might overlap with the 

CTR1 binding site. Furthermore, these data raise the possibility that the interaction of 

receptors with CTR1 may be reversible, with release of CTR1 from the receptors 

facilitating receptor turnover. The finding that levels of cytosolic CTR1 increase under 

conditions of ligand-mediated receptor turnover is consistent with this possibility. 

Solely wild type CTR1 dose response analysis at 4 hr and 24 hr revealed that 

maximum amount of CTR1 is observed at 1ppm and then it at 100ppm either degrades 

or moves to the cytosol. It suggests that ethylene might directly affect the CTR1 protein. 

This degradation could be due to receptor-CTR1 interaction as our next study shows the 

ethylene mediated turnover of receptors. There might be some other factors involved in 

it, like some other factors of ethylene pathway like EIN2. At transcript level short term 

ethylene treatment showed a gradual increase in CTR1 transcript level which goes at 

maximum level at 1000 ppm, which is quite contrary to protein levels, suggesting that 

maximum amount of transcript was used in making proteins. While at 24hr ethylene 

treatment no significant change was observed suggesting that some posttranslational 

modifications are going on which maintain CTR1 level in stream and mediating the 

ethylene pathway. But still it will be interesting to know that how the downstream 

signaling elements are doing their part for CTR1 induction especially at the gene level 

because we see the CTR1 protein to be lost at higher ethylene exposure. It has been 

established that loss-of-function mutations in ethylene receptors lead to the 

physiological effects upon the response of these receptors to ethylene. Single mutants 

are usually less effective in making ethylene response possible but double and triple 

mutations can cause a profound ethylene response phenotype. Analysis of loss-of-

function mutations that abolish expression of full-length ethylene receptors is consistent 

with multiple members of the receptor family playing roles in membrane localization of 

CTR1. A single mutant in ETR1 usually did not result in loss of CTR1 from the 

membrane, as would be predicted if it were primarily responsible for membrane 

localization of CTR1. But so far there is no evidence regarding interaction of CTR1 

with downstream signaling elements and extent to which these interactions promote or 

inhibit ethylene response. Time course analysis of CTR1 among the whole pathway 

mutant lines exhibited some worthwhile information. In wild-type where all of the 

receptor are active we see CTR1 going up with increase to ethylene exposure while in 
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etr1-1 mutant background CTR1 was not induced again confirming that CTR1 interacts 

with ethylene receptors and that ethylene receptors localize CTR1 to ER. Kinase-

inactive mutant cr1-4 was still making CTR1 that associates with the membrane. 

Although kinase activity of CTR1 is required, it is not sufficient to repress ethylene 

responses. Correct subcellular localization is also required. Ein2 (ethylene insensitive 2) 

is a metal transporter and positive regulator of ethylene pathway acting downstream to 

the CTR1. Ein2 mutant ein2-1 is insensitive to ethylene and gives an ethylene 

insensitive phenotype. Recent evidence has shown that EIN2 is localized to ER and has 

interaction with ethylene specific protein ETR1. So ein2-1 being ethylene insensitive, 

was supposed to show no response to ethylene but findings were different and 

interesting as well. We observed an induction of CTR1 in ein2-1 mutant background 

with an increase in time point of ethylene exposure followed by degradation at constant 

four day exposure to ethylene. This suggests that may be there is another pathway 

which is independent of ein2, thus getting us to the ethylene response. Ein3/EIL1 is a 

member of transcription factors acting downstream of EIN2 and act as positive regulator 

of ethylene pathway; hence ein3/eil1 mutants are ethylene insensitive in phenotype. 

CTR1 time course analysis in this mutant showed a gradual increase in CTR1 

protein level with increase in exposure to ethylene. This is because this is not the null 

mutant, still there is another member of this family EIL2 which is active and mediating 

the pathway. Similarly, our CTR1 transcript analysis revealed that there was no change 

in message level of CTR1 due to ethylene except in wild type suggesting that CTR1 

level is regulated by some posttranslational modifications, thus confirming our previous 

finding of receptor turnover. Moreover time course analysis of CTR1 reveals that it 

blocks the ethylene at transcriptional level, because we observed a decrease in transcript 

level of CTR1 in ein3/eil1 mutant line. Since ein3/eil1 is mutant which positively 

regulates the ethylene signaling cascade so our data supports this fact. By blocking 

CTR1 ethylene signal moves downstream and we see the ethylene response. Moreover 

this regulation of CTR1 by ein3/eil1 is independent of the translational changes caused 

by ethylene. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The first part of this study involves the genetic analysis of kinas-inactive version 

of ETR1 to extract information about the function of kinase activity in ethylene 

signaling mechanism. Subfamily-1 receptors ETR1 and ERS1 hold functional kinase 
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domains while sunfamily-2 lacks certain residues. We found that not only wild type but 

also the kinase-inactive versions of ETR1 restored the ethylene response, as both 

restored the normal growth in air (absence of ethylene). But there was a little difference 

in sensitivity level between kinase active and inactive versions, i.e. kinase-inactive 

mutant were less responsive to ethylene endorsed by growth response assays. Moreover, 

RT-qPCR and Immunoblot analysis also suggested that both wild type and kinase-

inactive versions bind to CTR1, thus modifying a signaling complex with CTR1. Based 

on this study several models were postulated. First that ETR1 could transmit the signal 

through involving downstream phosphotransfer proteins (AHPs) and response 

regulators (ARRs); or phosphorylation of ETR1 could affect signaling through certain 

already recognized components of the pathway i.e. kinase domains and receiver 

domains of ethylene receptors that physically associate with CTR1. That could be the 

reason where we found kinase-deficient ETR1 more efficient in repressing ethylene 

response compared to wild type ETR1. Interestingly we found that some of the genes 

required ARR mediated pathway while other require ein3/eil1 mediated pathway and 

some are dependent on both. One element could be EIN2 that physically associate ETR1 

and in vitro analysis proposes that phosphorylation of ETR1 reduced the affinity with 

EIN2, thus establishing the point that kinase activity effects the interaction among the 

ethylene signaling pathway components. Thus present study highlighted the function of 

kinase activity in ethylene signal transduction. 

In the second part, we summed up our finding by suggesting that 

posttranslational modifications in CTR1 message level lead to CTR1 turn over and its 

interaction with ethylene receptors. Ethylene treatment caused post-transcriptional 

decrease in the protein when treated with 100uL/L ethylene. CTR1 protein 

accumulation in response to 1uL/L ethylene is abolished in the etr1-1 mutant. While the 

analysis other mutants exhibited that there might be an EIN2 independent pathway 

going on which mediates the ethylene pathway although ein2-1 is an ethylene 

insensitive mutant.  

Current study provides us information about the role of histidine-kinase activity 

in ethylene signaling and presence of new signaling elements in pathway that might be 

interacting with the known elements of pathway. So it will be worthwhile to explore 

these elements in future studies.  
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